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District Local Leaders 1 Meetings 
Over 6oo local 4-H Club leaders attended four northern Illinois district 
meetings on citizenship this month. The state staff members said the leaders were 
very enthusiastic and responsive to the material presented. Many of the leaders 
recalled reading articles and books on the report that was presented via tape and 
slides. 
The theme for this year is "What Is an American?" and will be concerned 
with citizenship. You wUl hear a tape recording by Major William E. Mayer, the 
Army's foremost authority on communist indoctrination. Major Mayer emphasizes some 
startling and often unbelievable things that happened to American prisoners of war 
or were promoted by American prisoners of' war in the Korean conflict. They are 
things that we would never suspect could happen to young men raised in a democracy. 
The report shows that we1 as workers with youth, could be doing more to eucourage 
geed citizenship in our 4-H Club members. 
You will also have an opportunity to discuss questions that concern 4-H 
and citizenship••such questions as: Is 4-H work only for middle-class people?; 
Is 4-H a place for citizenship training?; Is our junior leadership in 4-H based on 
popularity? ,A new 4 .. H citizenship activity will be announced and explained in the 
afternoon. 
At noon there will be a recognition luncheon sponsored by the Sears Roebuck 
Foundation. Plan now to attend and bring a carload of leaders to one of' the re• 
·maining meetings: 
DATE D flfRSlTY c; 1 TOWN MEETING PlACE 
' ; t February 7 · · Gal~, sburg Hotel Custer 
February 8 Carthage V.rasonic Hall 
February 9 Jacksonville Centenary Methodist 
Church 
January 30 Mt. Pulaski First Methodist 
Church 
February 6 streator American Legion 
February 7 Rantoul First *tbodist Church 
Route 45 
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DATE TOWN MEETING PlACE 
February 8 Katt<>on First Methodist Church 
February 7 Olney First Presbyterian Church 
February 8 Vandalia Farm Bureau Building 
February 9 Edwardsville Eden Church 
February 7 Vienna Vienna Methodist Church 
February 8 Pinckneyville First Methodist Church 
February 9 McLeansboro Hamil ton County 
Court House 
Contact your extension adviser for a reservation and more details. 
4-H Leaders Are tmP9rtant People! 
As we start the year 1961, it would be a good time to think about the im· 
portance of this program we call 4-H Club work. As a cooperative project sponsored 
by the United states Department of Agriculture, the state universities in all 50 
states, and thousands of counties within these states, the 4-H program brings to 
the youth of our country unlimited resources. 
At the University of Illinois, for example, all departments of the College 
of Agriculture constantly strive to interest young people in as many ideas as they 
can absorb. The extension specialists often bring to the 4-H staff ideas out of 
which projects and activities are born. The University specialists know that young 
people will often try new things that it is difficult for adults to accept. 
Local 4-H Club leaders are often pioneers in accepting new ideas. The 
staff of 350 farm and home advisers and assistants make few contacts for the Uni-
versity compared with the contacts made by the 8,000 4-H leaders and 7,000 junior 
leaders. The young people of our state benefit by having this large group of lead-
ers and junior leaders exte11d the influence and ideas of the fann and home ad• 
visers and University specialists. This wonderful idea of an out-of-school educa-
tional program, carried out through family participation and spiced with fun and 
fellowship, has been copied by nations throughout the world. Doesn't it make you 
proud to be a part of 4-H? 
Activities 
For our ninth article on 4-H activities, let's discuss tours. Tours can 
and should be considered an important part of the year's program in every club. 
Tours are generally of two types--a project tour or a general ~lub tour. 
The project tour usually involves visiting each member's home to see hie project,~. 
Many clubs have two project tours, one about June and one right before the 4-H show. 
The project tour enables each member to exhibit his project to other members and 
parents. There is also an opportunity to compare projects, practice judging, and 
have demonstrations. The general club tour may be made to a factory, store, museum, 
or other place of general educational interest. 
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No matter what kind of tour is to be held, it takes a lot of advance plan• 
ning for it to run smoothly. Here are some suggestions for a project tour: 
1. Set the date early. 
2. Map out the route to be taken, and if possible drive over it 
to get an idea of the time to allow between stops. 
3. Include demonstra tiona and other educational acti vi tie a. 
4. Take pictures if possible (a good opportunity for members en-
rolled in the photography project). 
5. Get as many parents as possible to furnish cars. 
6. Plan a basket dinner to be enjoyed by all. 
7• Plan some time for recreation. 
And here are suggestions for a general educational tour: 
1. Set the date early and make advance arrangements with the 
place to be visited. 
2. Allow sufficient time for members to have a chance to really 
learn something. 
3. Have a follow-up discussion of the tour at the next meeting. 
Tours are interesting and. informative. Plan them as a regular part of the 
club's yearly program. 
Achievement Clubs - Club of' the Year 
What does a club do to become an achievement club? Perhaps your club 
has not received this recognition in the past and you wonder hov to obtain it. It 
is quite simple, but it does require that the club make some plans in advance. Here 
are the requirements: 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
The club must have been recognized as a standard club at the 
beginning of the year. 
It must have held at least six regular meetings, the records 
of which are kept in the secretary's record book. 
It must hold a local achievement program where achievements 
of members are recognized. 
Members of the club must have given a demonstration at a 
public meeting or the local achievement program, or some 
members must have taken part in the judging actiVity. 
At least 75 percent of' the members must have received achieve-
ment member recognition. 
Each member should have made an exhibit of his work. 
The requirements for becoming an achievement club provide a goal for each 
local club to work for as it plans :tts program and determines what it wants to ac-
complish. These are minimum requirements, and every club should be able to meet 
them. Most clubs do much more tha.n is required to become an achievement club, but 
some do not. Now is the time for your club to make sure that it meets these re-
quirements in 1961. 
In many counties an additional recognition, known as the Club of' the Year 
award, is given to a local club. The club receiving this recognition has its name 
engraved on a plaque displayed in the county office and receives a suitable award, 
such as a gavel or a flag set. The score card used to select this club emphasizes 
' \ 
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a well-balanced program. Membership, attendance at meetings, amount G)f project 
work done, participation in activities, and percentage of members receiving achieve-
ment recognition are all considered. 
This score card is a useful guide in developing a good program for your 
local club. It helps you include the events and activities that will hold the in-
terest of members and give them an opportunity to participate in various programs 
that will enlarge their outlook and thus make them better 4-H Club members. 
See your extension adviser for a copy of the Club of the Year score card. 
A Four-Point Challenge 
1. 4-H offers members experiences that they don't get elsewhere! 
2. Our ideas, time 1 and guidance can have a tremendous influence 
on the lives of many people in our community. 
3. We are starting where we are and where the 4-H members (and 
their parents) are. 
4. We understand that the development of the boy and girl is 
our major objective in 4-H--the project is only a means to 
this end. 
Chicago 4-H Club Progress Report 
The following information appeared in Progress Report Number 7 by Dr. Law .. 
renee and Anna Rose Biever, 4-II specialists in Chicago. 
New Clubs for 1960 
Evidence is continually mounting to prove that the youth of Chicago want 
and appreciate the opportunity to participate in 4-H Club work, The active part 
being taken by youth in the formation of new clubs is very convincing evidence that 
many unmet needs are being fulfilled through 4-H Club work. 
During 1960, 30 new clubs were formed, bringing the total to 66 active 
4-H Clubs. Eighty percent of these new clubs were formed by the efforts of youth 
who inquired about 4-H work or by junior leaders or 4-H members from other clubs. 
Six clubs, or 20 percent, were developed by an adult who assumed the dominant role. 
Over 46 percent of the clubs were organized by junior leaders who retained member-
ship in another 4-H Club. Youth ranging in ages from 10 to 16 years did the re-
cruitment for the other new clubs. 
Project Enrollments and Membership Data 
Foods and clothing continue to be the projects of major interest to girls. 
This is a strong indication that the girls want projects that are related to home-
making and economics. Photography and candle-making have almost doubled the pre-
vious year's enrollment. 
Many members asked about assembling models as a project. The enro11ment, 
even though this is the first year for the project, is 54. Members indicate that 
they learn patience 1 skill1 and appreciation of fine arts from the project. The 
members are also preparing d1$play ;props as a part o:r the modEtl exhibit in com-
petition. 
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Retention of members in 4-H Club work in Chicago is as follows: 
51.7 percent ot the 1957·1958 memberShip enrolled tor a second year. 
50.0 percent of the 1958•1959 first-year members enrolled tor a 
second year. 
53.4 percent of the total 1959 membership enrolled for 1960. 
Altogether, 1,456 youth have participated in the Chicago 4-H Club program 
for one or more years, and two 4-H Club staff members have been in personal contact 
with this number of youth during the three years 4-H Club work has been conducted in 
Chicago. 
Evidence that teen-agers are interested in the 4-H Club program is shown 
by the fact that 52.6 percent of the members are 13 years and older. This is 10 
percent higher than the national average tor the same age category and 5 percent 
higher than the average in Illinois. 
State Project Honor Score Card 
Enclosed with this newsletter is a copy of the revised state Project 
Honor Score Card. On the back is an explanation of what the state Project Honor 
award is trying to accomplish. Read this explanation very carefully. You might 
want to review the score card with your members so that they will understand what 
is expected of them. Remember that these are standards for the state award. Your 
county may have set other standards for members to receive the countl project honor 
award. Contact your extension adviser to clarify these standards. 
Illinois Purebred Dairy Cattle Association Sale 
'rhe thirteenth annual Dairy Calf Sale tor 4-H and . F.FA members will be held 
on saturday 1 February 25, in the stoek Pavilion on the Univers~ty of Illinois cam• 
pus. The breed committees have selected 85 representative calves from the five 
major dairy breeds. The sale will begin at 11:00 a.m. Your farm adviser has a sale 
catalog1 or you may get one by writing to Professor J. G. cash, 338 Animal Sciences 
Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 
Leadership Forums for Volunteer 4-H Leaders 
The National 4-H Foundation has announced two leadership forums for volun-
teer 4-H leaders, lasting one week each. The dates are March 20·24 and October 16-
20, The forums will combine lectures and. discussions on leadership skills and 
focus attention on citizenship. Tours of the National Capitol will be part of the 
program. 
Housing, meals, and classes will be in the National 4-H Center. The cost 
will be about $35 per person tor t1 ve days. There will be an extra charge for field 
trips in Washington. 
Groups ot leaders from some of the eastern states have already taken ad-
vantage of this opportunity. No orsanized effort is planned to arrange tor Illinois 
local leaders to attend these forums. We are 1 however, making the informatica 
available in ease individual local leaders or groups of local leaders might want to 
attend on their own. Other forums will be arranged and conducted by the National 
4-H Center staff at any time during the year when there is a minimum enrollment ot 
25. The state 4-H office will be glad to help any county adviser or local leader 
arrange to participate in one of these leadership forums. 
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Ideas From Counties 
At a recent meeting of the SChuyler County 4-H Leaders' Counc111 the lead-
ers were divided into three groups to discuss the following: Group 11 goals ot 
club workj Group 2 1 better club programs; and Group 31 demonstrations. Group 1 came 
up with this outline: 
What Should 4-H offer: 
A. Members 
1. A chance to participate in a group 
2. An opportunity to learn 
3. An opportunity to compete in a sportsmanlike way 
4. Pride of ownership -
5. A sense of responsibility 
6. Leadership development 
B. Parents 
1. Creation of a renewed and deeper interest in youth 
2. Learning from youth's projects 
3. Social contacts--the opportunity to make new friends 
c. Community 
1. Friendly fellowship 
What we would like to see in county 4-H Club work in 1961: 
A. A better shaw record 
B. Well-organized, fast-moving club meetings 
l. Organize tteeting 
2. start on time. 
3. Call to order a. t a set time. 
4. Split recreation (part of it before the business meeting 
and part afterwards). 
5. Refreshments. 
Sincerely yours, 
Richard o. Lyon 
G, L. Daigh1 Jr. G. w. stone 
F. L. Haegele H. J. Wetzel 
F. H. Myne.rd 
Extension SPecialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
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January, 1961 
Price List of Feeds1f 
The prices f'or many of' the feedstuffs 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
below. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Cost per bu,, cwt., 
Kirid of Feed or ton in dollars CentsLlb. 
CornY shelled. • • . • • • • . • . . . . . • • $ ·99 per bu • 1.50 
Corn, ground shelled. 1.09 " tl 1.68 . • • . • . . . • • . . • Corn, ground ear corn 1.09 " " 1.34 • . . . . . • . . • . . • Oats~ .56 11 " 1.63 . • . . • . . • . • • • . • . . . • 
Oats, ground. .66 " " 1.94 • • . . . . • . . • • • . • • . • 
Barley (feed) .96 ,tt n 1.96 . • . . . . • . . . • . • . • • • 
·Barley, ground or rolled. l.o6 " It 2.17 • • • • • • . • • • • 
Sorghum grain 1.61 " cwt • 1.59 . . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • 
Sorghum grain, cracked. 1.71 u tt 1.69 • • • . • • . • • • 
Garbage and kitchen waste 8.50 " ton • • • • . . • . • • . 
Skim and buttermillt 1.50 " cwt. 1.50 • . • • . • • . . . • • • . 
Whole milk,Grade B. 3.00 " tl 3-00 . • • • • • • . . • • • . • Corn silage . • • • . • • . • • • • . . • • • • 12.00 per ton o.6o 
Sorghum silage. 11.00 " If 0-55 4! • • • • • . . • . • • • • Grass silage 
No preservative added 8.00 " II 0.40 • • • • . • • • • • . • 
Preserved with 70·100 lb. molasses. 10.00 " tt 0.50 • • • . • 
Preservedwith 150-200 lb. ground corn. 11.00 ·n If 0.55 . .. • 
Clover and mixed ha;y) 20.00 " " 1.00 ... • • • • . . . • • . • 
Cowpea hay ) 18.00 " n 0.90 . • . • • • • • ! • • • . . 
Soybean hS\Y' ~ Add $5.00 per ton for 18.00 II " 0.90 . • 
Alfalfa hay baled hay •••• 20.00 u u 1.00 • .. • • 
Timothy hay ) 18.00 . " " 0.90 . • . . • . . . • • • • . 
Corn stove1· 11.00 " u 0-55 . • . . • • . • . • . • . . • • • . 
Oat straw 16.00 " It 0.80 . • • • • . .. • • • • • • • . • . .... 
y Prepared by W. W. Albert, Department of' Animal Science 1 University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. 
gj High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of ltj . for each 1/'C!/o moisture 
above 15 • 5'fo. 
Extension Service 
United states Department of Agricl.ll. ture 
University of Illinois 
Penalty For Private Use To Avoid 
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National 4-H Club Week- March 4- 11, , 1961 
The theme for -the week will again be "Learn, Live, Serve Through 4-H." 
This is a continuing theme from last year. During National 4-H Club Week each yea.r, 
public attention is directed to the values of 4-H Club training. Your club has an 
opportunity to do this in your own community. The aims of the week are: 
1. To give 4-H members a special opportunity for evaluating past 
achievements and planning future activities on their farms and 
in their homes and communities. 
2. To highlight the 4-H Club program to other young people and en-
courage them to enroll. 
3. To inform the public about 4-H training and its value in charac-
ter building and the development of good citizenship. 
4. To honor parents, friends of 4-H, and alumni, and to recognize 
the important part they play in the lives of children and youth. 
5. To interest more public-spirited, youth-minded citizens in 
volunteering for service as local club leaders. 
Nationally, 4-H Club Week will be highlighted in Washington, .D. c., when 
six members chosen as delegates will present the annual 4-H Club '~eport to the 
Nation." An Illinois 4-H'er, Howard Werkheiser of Henry County, will be one of 
these six members. In stories and pictures the report will surmnarize outstanding 
4-H accomplishments and pay tribute to the thousands of for.mer 4-H'ers whose success 
and attainments exemplify the high ideals of 4-H in achievement, leadership, and 
good citizenship. While in the National Capitol the siX club members expect to re-
view the report with President Kennedy at the White House. They also plan to vi·si t 
other agricultural officials and various Senators and members of Congress on Capitol 
Hill. 
'!he week is the occasion for much nation-wide press, radio, and television 
coverage to supplement local reporting. You will want to alert your members to watch 
for this national publicity. 
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Many clubs are planning window exhibits. These offer a chande for members 
to pass on to other members, non-members, parents, and the community what they have 
learned in 4-H. Other activities include membership drives, parent nights, local 
newspaper publicity, 4-H member appearances before service clubs, and letters of 
thanks to local people assisting with the 4-H program. The newsletter for February, 
1960, listed many other ideas. 
If your club hasn•t already done so, it may wish to appoint a 4-H Week 
Committee to plan for the event. 
Here are some important facts about 4-H Club work: In 1960,73,051 4-R 
Olub members were enrolled in 4,210 4-H Clubs in Illinois. Helping these member$J.: 
were 7,884 adult and 6,935 junior leaders. Across the nation more than 2,300,000 
young people were enrolled in more than 94,000 local clubs. 
4-H Club work has a very important part to play in the development of 
better citizens. You are making a real contribution to this development. National. 
4-H Club Week gives you an opportunity to tell others what your club is doing. 
aow One Club Observed National 4-H Week 
Weeks ahead of time club members besan preparing: 
--News releases for local papers. They took pictures and wrote 
stories about each club member and released newsy items about 
club doings. 
--Five window displays for stores. Each project section of the 
club prepared a different display--in entomology, forestry, 
agriculture, electricity, and home economics. 
On the opening day of National 4-H Club Week, each member sported a 4-H 
emblem decal on his family car. Copies of the National 4-H News appeared in doctors' 
offices, beauty shops, barber shops, and school libraries. 
Then the club's day-by-day plan went into action: 
SUNDAY. Each member attended church in uniform. 
M01IDAY. Booster Day: Members presented men teachers with boutonnieres 
and women teachers With corsages bearing 4-H seals and asked teachers to wear them 
all week. Junior leaders wore special 4-H Club Week emblems. 
TUESDAY. Health Day: The Club Health Committee gave talks before the 
Lions Club, the PTA, and school audiences. 
WEDNESDAY. Dinner: Friends of the club were honored at a special dinner, 
highlighted by a program on the "4 H's." 
THURSDAY: Appreciation Day: The Club members wrote letters of apprecia-
tion to friends of 4-H--the Farm Burea.u, Rotary Club, Lions Club, etc. 
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FRIDAY. Safety Day: One safety hazard at home or school disappeared, 
thanks to the work of each club member. 
SATUBDAY. The club members threw a gala party for the other clubs in the 
community, celebrating the windup of a rich, rewarding National 4~H Week. 
Does Ybur 4-H Club Include All the Young People It Should? 
Membership in a 4-H Club can have great significance to a young person. 
It may help him decide on his occupation or career. It will surelY provide an oppor-
tunity to have worthwhile experiences, meet new friends, and learn many new skills. 
Some young people grow up Without having these opportunities because membership in 
a 4-H Club isn't available to them. You should make sure this doesn't happen in 
your community. 
Give the boys and girls a chance to become 4-H members. Invite every 10-
year-old in the community to Join a. club. Your club may have a membership committee 
that will do this. Check the school enrollment to make sure none are missed. Invite 
the parents to come to the first meeting the new member attends. Be sure they under-
stand what will be expected of their son or daughter in his or her project and in 
the 4-H Club. 
Equally important in maintaining membership is making sure that all who are 
still eligible for membership continue to enroll. Many do not re-enroll because 
they didn't have the kind of experience they thought they would have when they be-
came members. 
Your club has a responsibility to see that every member does have a reward-
ing experience as a club member. If a member doesn't re-enroll, be sure that someone 
checks with him to find out the reasons and to invite him to ag$in become a member~ 
Good programs, plenty of interesting activities, and a sincere interest in 
each member helps to keep members in a 4-H Club. Make sure your club offers these 
opportunities to every eligible member in your community. If this happens, your club 
will become a vital force in the community and your membership problems will disap-
pear. 
Use Your 4-H Resources 
How often do you leaders become frustrated with your Job because there are 
so many things to do? How many times have you threatened to quit? At our recent 
series of district local leaders' meetings, one 25-year leader was asked the latter . 
question. Her reply was "25 times." At least 25 times she had threatened to resign 
from the job of helping the young people in her community. You can overcome this 
feeling of frustration by giving your older members more responsibility--by using 
junior leaders in your club. 
Miss Emmie Nelson, Field Representative, National 4-H Service Committee, 
says: "Generally speaking, the ultimate purpose of Junior Leadership is to assist 
our young people to grow into adults who can adequately and satisfactorily care for 
themselves and their families; who are competent and willing to share and assume 
civic responsibilities. Tb be more specific, Junior Leadership has been developed 
in the framework of the 4-H Club program to help young people meet their growing 
needs and make a major contribution to the effectiveness of the entire 4-H program." 
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What Can You Expect of Older Members? 
1. They want to belong to organizations where there are both 
boys and girls. They like to do things together. 
2. ihey need to have a feeling of belonging and being accepted 
by their own age group. They also want to be approved by 
those a little older than they are. 
3. They want to establish independence--to free themselves from 
adult control, to be allowed to make decisions for themselves, 
and yet to know that they can still ask tor help when they need 
it. 
4. They like to be considered adult and to assume adult responsi-
bilities. 
5. They need to be trusted and respected. 
6. They want to have their say and to participate in the things 
the group does. This is a step toward understanding and becom-
ing interested in our democratic way of government. 
7. They want to knov the correct way to act on social occasions. 
8. 'lhey want new experiences and adventure with a larger range of 
friends than during their earlier years. 
Junior Leaders 
Wh~ Have Jun1.or Leaders? Junior leaders can make it possible for you to 
have a more complete program by freeing you of little time-consuming jobs. Recog• 
nizing older members as junior leaders should help to keep them interested in 4-H 
longer and should help to inspire younger members. 
Who Should Be a Junior Leader? In Illinois there is no set age for Junior 
leaders. A junior leader should be someone who has the respect of other club mem-
bers, who has been successful in his or her own club work, who indicatesthat he or 
she can complete a job, and who has completed at least three years of club work. 
How Many Junior Leaders Are Needed? Again, there is no clear-cut answer. 
Use as many as you have jobs for. However, avoid naming all older members Just to 
give them recognition. 
What Can a Junior Leader Do? There are many leadership jobs that a junior 
leader can do. These jobs might pertain to project work, to club activities, o~ to 
general program work. Perhaps he and the leader need to determine which jobs he 
does best, which would be of most benefit to the club, and which would add to his 
own development. 
1. If he likes project work, he can: 
-Serve as project leader. 
-Visit new or younger members and help them with their club work. 
-Help members with their records. 
-Help members plan and prepare demonstrations for club meetings. 
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-Help members plan and prepare exhibits. 
-Help members with judging. 
-Help members complete and turn in records. 
-Help members prepare talks, radio talks, or TV programs. 
-Help officers with their duties. 
2. If he is interested in club activities, he can: 
-Re-enroll members and help reorganize the club. 
-Help enroll new members and start new clubs. 
-Help develop club program. 
-Help explain club activity program for next meeting. 
-Help with recreation. 
-Help with singing and music activities. 
-Help teach by giving demonstrations. 
-Help corlduct business meetings. 
-Help make entries for camp, fairs, and contests. 
•Help with a safety activity. 
-Help publicize 4-H through talks, newspapers, radio_, TV, etc. 
-Help keep others informed on county, state, and na.·tional club 
events. 
3. If he enjoys general program work, he can: 
-Work With club program committees. 
-Help plan and manage special club events, such as parent 
meetings, 4-H Sunday program, picnics, tours, parties, fun 
festival skit, exhibits, floats, club achievement program, 
and community achievement program. 
-Serve as assistant superintendent during the county :fair. 
-Help at 4-H camp. 
-Assume leaders4ip in other community activities besides 4-H work. 
-Help to plan and carry out money-making activities. 
How Can You Work Witb. .Jun1c,r Leaders? 
1. Be sure parents and club members understand the job and re-
sponsibility of the junior leader. Announce to the club and 
parents that the member has been named a junior leader, point-
ing out his or her responsibilities. 
2. Include the junior leader in all planning sessions related to 
the club program. 
3. Agree with the junior leader on exactly which duties he is to 
perform. 
4. Take the junior leader with you to county leader training 
schools whenever possible. 
5. Make sure that the county or the club provides the junior 
leader with the official junior leader pin. 
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The following materials are available from your extension adViser to help 
you and your junior leaders: 
1. Guide for Leaders 1n Working With Junior Leaders - 4-Hll8. 
2. Lendihg e. Helping Rand as a Junior Leader .. 4-Hll4. 
3. 4-H Leader's Guide - 4-Hl9. 
4-H Pledge for Junior Leaders. We pledge: 
OUr Heads to help the younger members plan their work wisely, 
Our Hearts to their constant encouragement, 
Our Hands to help them reach their goals, 
Our Health to help them live better for their club, their 
community, and their country. 
District Leaders• Meetings 
MOre than 2,4oo leaders and advisers attended the 1961 Local Leaders' 
District Conferences and recognition dinners this past month. Many fine comments 
were heard on the citizenship theme and the Korean POW report. A number of counties 
have asked for copies of the tape recording. You will recall that 15 of the meetings 
were sponsored by the Sears-Roebuck Foundation, one by the DeKalb MOlasses Feed Com-
pa.IJY, and two by the Piggly Wiggly Midwest Company. If you enjoyed the meeting and 
the recognition luncheon at noon, you might want to drop a note to: 
1. Mr. c. T. VanAusdall 
Vice President of Public Relations 
Piggly Wiggly Midwest Compaey 
1009 West Jefferson Street , 
Rockford, Illinois 
(Kankakee, Rockford meetings) 
2, Mr. c. M. Robinson 
DeKalb Molasses Feed Company 
Rock Falls, Illinois 
(Morrison meeting) 
3. Mr. John D. Austin 
Regional Director 
Sears-Roebuck Foundation 
8 East Congress Street 
Chicago 5, Illinois 
(All other meetings) 
Farm and Home Festival--April 6-8 
'!he committee planning the 1961 Farm and Home Festival to be held on the 
University of Illinois campus in Urbana April 6 to 8 indicates that there Will be 
more speaking programs this year than last. Exhibits will still be an important 
part of the program. The exhibits Will be housed in the stock pavilion, tractor 
laboratory, home economics building, and a tent. 
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The Town and Country Art Show will again be a part of the pi"ogra.m. Hugh 
Wetzel of the 4-H staff is chairman of the committee for social recreation at the 
Festival. 
Purposes of the Festival are (1) to demonstrate to people how the teaching, 
research, and extension programs of the College of Agriculture benefit them and 
{2) to inform young people and their parents of the many careers available following 
training in the College ot Agriculture. 
This program is not sui table f'or younger 4-H members. It is better 
adapted to the high school age and above. 
Ideas From Counties 
Richland County advisers have begun a series of meetings for 4-H members 
With livestock projects. The first meeting was on sheep and included a movie on 
sheep production, a presentation on ewe flock management, colored slides of 4-H 
flocks in the county 1 and a discussion period. Similar meetings are being planned 
for beef, dairy, and sWine projects. 
The Montgomery County 4-H Federation is sponsoring a 4-H membership drive 
this year, with cash awards to the agriculture and home economics club enrolling the 
most new members. The delegates have also planned a series of educational features 
to be carried out during the year. January's feature was on automobile safety 1 and 
February's feature is on ciVil defense. 
Mailing List Revision 
It is time to reVise our mailing list for this newsletter. An adviser 
from each county should send a list of all agricultural 4-H leaders and their 
addresses to 414 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana. Please send this 
list by April 1, 1961. 
State Junior Judging and Showmanship School 
Mark on your calendar Saturday, April 221 1961, for the annual Junior Judg-
ing and Sho"Wtna.nship School sponsored by the lAnd of Lincoln Purebred Breeders' Asso-
ciation in cooperation with the Illinois Extension Service in Agriculture and Home 
Economics. The morning session will begin at 10:00 a.m. More details will be in-
cluded in this newsletter next month. 
Northwestern Illinois Dairy Calf Sale 
The Northwestern Illinois 4-H - FFA Dairy Calf Sale will be held Saturday, 
March 18, beginning at 12 noon at the County Highway Building, Freeport, Illinois. 
Approximately 40 calves of the major dairy breeds, the majority being 
Holstein, will be sold at auction. The calf sale committee is selecting outstanding 
calves of good type and quality whose dams have records of 400 pounds or more of but-
terfat. 
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National Sunday School Week 
Observance of National Sunday School Week will be April 10-16, 1961. Theme 
for this year is ••sunday School--Guide to Faith. tt 
In today's world, truth and right are in jeopardy. If our young people 
are trained to know the difference between truth and half-truth, strength and arro-
gance, and humility and weakness 1 they will govern themselves as free men. 
Indifference to the proper precepts may catch them in an iron s:care--and 
the trapper lurks in the shadows. Religious education can help them to maintain 
our traditional dignity, honor, and freedom. 
Posters, programs, and materials may be obtained free from the Laymen's 
National Committee, Inc., 156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, New York. This interfaith 
orsanization is sponsor of this observance. 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh, Jr • 
R. o. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F • H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
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February, 1961 
Price List of Feeds!/ 
The prices tor many of the feedstuffs 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
below. . This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed a.otually purchased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Kind of Feed 
Corngj ·shelled. • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Corn, ground shelled. • • • • , • • • • • • • • 
Corn, ground ear. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • 
Oats. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Oa.t"s, ground. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Barley (feed) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Barley, ground or rolled •••••••••••• 
Sorghum era..i.n • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • 
Sorgh\un grain1 cracked. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Garbage and kitchen waste • • • • • • • . • • • • 
Skim. and buttermilk • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• 
Whole milk,Grade B. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Corn silage • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sorghum s ila.ge. 4! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Grass silage 
No preservative added • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Preserved with 70-100 lb. molasses •••••• 
. Pre~erved with 150=~ lb. ground corn. • . • • 
Clove.. and mixed ha;y~/. · • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Covpea. hay'.. .• •. • · ~ • • . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • 
. Soybean h~ • • , • • • • • • 
Alfalfa ha;y • • • • • • • .. • • • • • 
Timothy' ~ • • • ••••••••••••• 
Corn stover • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Oat straw • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • ·• • •.• 
Cost per bu., cwt., 
or ton in dollars 
$ l.04 
1.14 
1.14 
.61 
.71 
.98 
1.08 
1.67 
1.77 
8.50 
1.50 
3.00 
.1.2.00 
11.00 
8.00 
10.00 
11.00 
25.00 
18.00 
18.00 
25.00 
20.00 . 
11.00 . 
1.6.00 
per bu. 
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2.04 
1.63 
1.91 
2.22 
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1.77 
.43 
1.50 
3·00 
.6o 
·55 
.40 
0.50 
0.55 
1.25 
·90 
1.25 
1.00 
0.55 
o.ao 
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J./ 
Prepared by W. W. Albert 1 Department of Ani mal Science 1 Un1 versi ty of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. . . 
High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of 1~ .· for each l/2/o moisture 
above · 15 • 51o. 
Add $5 per ton for baled hay and straw. 
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4-H Letter for Local Leaders from State 4-H Staff 
March 22, 1961 
Leader Meeti;nss Are for YOU 
Leading a 4-H Club is e.n important job. It takes a good de-l of time 
and effort to do an effective job. You are willing to be a club lee.der because you 
have a sincere interest in helping boys and girls grow up to be good ei tizens. 
To be effective in any job, whether it be feeding cattle, spraying for 
insects, or leading a 4-H Club, requires a knowledge of ''how to do it." Not only 
is information needed at the start, but it must be kept up to date. One of the 
best ways for 4-H Club leaders to get help is to attend leader training meetings. 
These meetings provide an opportunity to exchange ideas with other la,.ders, raise 
questions, and discuss common concerns. 
These meetings will be even more helpful to you if you will let your fa.rm 
adviser or assistant know what subjects you wo~ld like to have included. 
Leader meetings are for YOU. They are planned to help you 1.\Ilderstand 4-H 
work and how to understand and assiSt boys and girls. To get this help means at-
tending the meetings. Your attendance and sharing of ideas and problems make them 
more worth while. 
Plans for Farm and Home Festival - April 6, 11 8 
The College of Agricul.ture stages the Farm and Home Festival .to let the 
people of Illinois get a first-hand look at what's new in farm and home research. 
Dozens of exhibits, ranging from scale models of forests to live termii;es, will 
fascinate visitors strolling through the eXhibit areas. 
Animal scientists are building their exhibit Around the theme, "Founda-
tions f'or the Future Through Research." Hatching chicks will convey the idea that 
the future may provide the means for altering sex for more profitable production. 
Another eXhibit portrays research in "planned parenthood" for livestock. 
Agricultural economists will Show how various economic factors affect sup-
ply and demand. Food technology exhibits show how various factors affect food 
flavors, food preservation, and consumer acceptance. 
Veteril:Ary scientists are planntz:ag &n exhibit on "Specific-Piithogen-Free 
Pigs." 'lbey'll Yhow how these piga1 formerly called "disease-tree" pigs, break 
the cycle of coiJI40n hos diseases and earn more money tor swioe producers. 
Entomologists are prepsriDg gl&ss cases to house live termites and ants 
to show how theM insects live. And they'll demonstrate the most effective methods 
tor 6ontrolllng these insects.. Forestry exhibits will show sawm1ll and plywood 
prooeasiDg ot lumber. 
H1Shl1ghts for the Mrs. 
While the men are studying the asricultu.ra.l_ e:xhib1ts1 their wives 081\l 
tour Bevier Hall, home of the Department of Home Eeonard.cs. EJchibits here will 
cover weaving, eeramies1 and jewelry designing. A miniAture electrically opemted 
woolen mill 'Will show v&rioua phases of wool cloth production. Two rooms will 
display articles from e. historic costume collection. 
The Wise use of tood freezers, a variety of paekaSing mBterials and 
methods and equipment used in quality testing ot frozen foods will be displayed by 
foods research workers. 
Dieticians are featuring eJCbibi ts centered on the theme 1 "Weight Main• 
tenance Through Wise Food Selections." They' 11 show how to use food with lower 
caloric values, modify recipes to reduce total c&lories1 eat smaller servings, 
beware of snacks 1 and prepare specia1-diet foods. 
In addition to exhibits, many illustrated talks will catch the attention 
of Visitors. several scheduled talks include {1) creative ideas for today's home; 
(2) floral designs; (3) abundance, distribution, and control of tbe face fly; (4) nu-
trition and efficiency in producing pork; ( 5) how tem];)erature affects egg produc-
tion; (6) effects of pesticide residues on livestock; (7) new developments in crop 
production; and (8) automation of farm chores. 
I 
A Festival highlight on Saturday 1 April 8, 1 s the Ag student Guest Day 
and Home Economics Hospitality Day. B18h school youths from around the state gather 
on the campus to hear about college life and careers in agriculture and home eco• 
nomies. 
Other special Festival features include the Town and Country Art Slow 1 
social and square dancing, aDd the young adult basketball tournament. 
For more details regarding the Fe st1 val 1 contact your county farm or home 
adviser. '!'his program is best suited for 4-H members of high school age or above. 
4-H ~mbers and College 
For many years every agricultural 4-H record book had this statement in 
a prominent place: "Save your profits for a go-to-college fund!" College attend-
ance is encouraged by college scholarship awards in national awards programs. The 
state policy regarding college students who wish to continue with their 4-H member-
ship is: "A boy or girl may enroll in a 4-H project after entering college, pro• 
vided he or she can satisfactorily carry out the work of the project." 
When a member lives at home, he can carry a continuous livestock project 
very well. When b.e attends college away from home, it is difficult to continue 
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'l'i th this kind ot project. But there e.re many other projects in Wbich' he might 
enroll. Members can continue to attend meetings when home, participate in some 
actiVities, and help with the leadership of the club. College students are not 
eligible to participate in judging activities after a quarter or semester of col-
lege work because of the extra training they have received in college. 
4-H members in college may continue in 4-H work and compete for awards if 
they carry suitable projects (one with a starting date of June 1), and continue With 
tbe activities and. leadership in the club and county. 
Illinois 4•H Member Reports to Nation 
Howard Werkheiser of Henry County was selected as one of the six 4-H 
members in the United states to make a report to the nation during National 4-H 
Week. Delegates are selected from among the contestants i:p. the National 4-H Achieve-
ment Awards Program. 
The six young people make a trip to WaShington and New York each year to 
represent the 2,300,000 4-H members. There they meet the President, Secretary of 
Agriculture, national 4-H officials, and representatives of 4-H donors of awards 
programs. Miny press conferences are held1 and appearances on television and radio 
are part of the pt-ogram. Cost of the trip is paid by the manager of the Conrad Hil-
ton Hotel, headquarters for the annual Club Congress. 
Howard was selected after an interview at the Club Congress. He is farming 
with his father this year 1 but hopes to use the scholarship he won in 4-H achieve-
ment to attend college. 
N~tional 4-H Conference Delegates 
Martha Ann Bliss, Mclean County; Dawn M:Lthre, DeKalb County; Jerry Reusch, 
JoDaviess County; and Clifford Scherer, Richland county, are Illinois delegates to 
National 4-H Conference April 22-28. They will be accompanied by Delores Parrott 
and R. 0. Lyon of the state 4-H staff. 
Since the conference is held during school time, the group will fly to 
Washington. The expenses of the delegates are paid by the Illinois 4-H Foundation. 
Tours will be taken of national shrines and government buildings in Wash-
ington. The group expects to meet the President, the Secretary of Agriculture, and 
other representatives of the federal government. 
Three of the delegates are enrolled at the University of lllinois. Martha 
Bliss is 19 years of age and has been in 4-H work nine years. Dawn ~thre is 20 
ar...c1 has been a 4-H member 10 years. Both girls are enrolled in home economics. 
Cl~fford Scherer is 19 and a sophomore in the College of Agriculture. Jerry Reusch 
is 19 and is farming at home. 
Richland County 4-H'er and Peoria County Club Receive SStetyAwards 
T.he state 4-H Club Office has just received word from the National Safety 
Council that Christian Scherer, Richland County, received the citation for merito-
rious service to safety. The council also awarded the certificate of commenda• 
tion to the Edelstein Rockets 4-H Club 1 Peoria County 1 for the members' outstanding 
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activities in the field of farm safety. The letter from Jim Messerscll.mitt, Rural 
Youth specialist with the Farm Department of the National Safety Council, reads in 
part: 
"These awards are given to only a few individuals and groups 
throughout the United states. They are be. sed entirely on the 
recipient's accident prevention program and service to rural 
people." 
Chris, recipient of many local, county, and state safety awards; as well 
as National 4-H Safety Winner in 196o, was cited by the National Safety Cot.meil for 
his uexceptional service to farm saf'ety." 
AJ..ong with many other safety activities, he served on the National Rural 
Young Peoplets safe~y Planning Committee for 1960, representing all of the 4-H Club 
members in the nation on this important committee. He has distinguished himself as 
a true leader for farm safety. He has promoted safety through radio programs, com-
munity meetings, demonstrations, community action programs, and. many more • 
. In accordance with the 196o National Farm Safety emphasis (recreation), 
the Edelstein Rockets 4-H Club of Edelstein, Illinois, constructed 20 Red Cross 
"rescue stations .. and erected them on 20 different farm ponds throughout the area. 
Along With many other safety activities, the club made and distributed red 
warning flags f'or slow-moving farm equipment on the highways. Through hazard hunts 
and hazard eorrections, this 4-H Club became vitally concerned about the number of 
hazards in their community and set out to do somethirlg about it. 
Congratulations on jobs well done! 
Land of Lincoln Judging and ShowmanShip School 
The annual Land. of' Lincoln Judging and Sb.owme.nship School will be held at 
the Coliseum of the State Fair Grounds in Springfield on saturday 1 April 22. 
Demonstrations 'Will be presented on fitting and showing live stock. In-
struction will be given in selection, and classes will be provided for practice 
judging. Two classes of' dairy animals will be provided this year. 
The morning session will begin at 10:00 a.m. :Boys and girls should bring 
their lunch, since eating facilities on the grounds may be crowded. 
Many breeders belonging to the Land of Lincoln Purebred Livestock Breeders 
Association help With this event by providing livestock and training. Members of the 
University of' Illinois Animal Science and Dairy Departments will also assist with 
teaching and organization. 
~cts About Leisurecraft and Counseling Camp Workshop 
The twenty-sixth Annual Leaders' Recreation vTorkshop will be May 15·19 
at 4-H Memorial Camp, Monticello, lllinois. The ltorkshop is open to any person who 
is interested in recreation and its place in the lives of people. 
" The resource person this year is Dr. L. B. Sharp, a member of the Southern 
Illinois University faculty, founder and executive director of Outdoor Education 
Association of America, and noted authority in the field of primitive camping. 
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Objectives of the workshop this year are: 
1. To fortify parents, youth leaders, club leaders, and other 
lay people for camp experiences and to encourage the novice 
to "try camping. " 
2. To help experienced youth leaders gain new insights into 
camping. 
3. To hel~ all participants experience the deeper meaning of out• 
door camping. 
Besides special program emphasis on camping, the workshop will inc1tttl.e 
these features: 
advisers. 
Leisure - a sharing of leisure-time interests and experiences 
to promote the wholesome use Of leisure. 
Crafts .. a sharing of many skills in tbe use of native and other 
materials to reveal the creative possibilities inherent in 
the individual. 
Counseling - a Sharing of philosophy and tools of counseling for 
working with the individual and the group. 
For additional details or questions, please contact your home and farm 
state Share-the-Fun Festival 
Several recommendations for the 1961 state Share-the-Fun Festival were 
proposed by the Share-the-Fun Committee and adopted by the state 4-H Club staff. 
In order to keep you up to date, we are listing the rules for the state contest: 
1. Open to one act from each county selected at a county festi• 
vel. 
'*2. An act may be from one club or a combination of clubs whose 
combined membership does not exceed 35 members. 
*3· Participants in acts that run more than 30 seconds over the 
5-minute limit per act will receive "B" group ratings only. 
4. Acts may be selected from the following general classes: 
music, dramatic, da~ce, miscellaneous. 
5. M.c. candidates will meet in the administration office in 
the Junior Home Economics Building before 2:00 p.m. on the 
day their county appears on the program. Try-outs will 
be held at this time, with four M.C.'s to be selected for 
the evening performance. 
6. All participants must report to the administration office 
in the Junior Home Economics Building before 4:00 p.m. on 
the day of their appearance. 
The rules with the asterisks are the new ones added for 196.1!. Refer to 
the Illinois 4-H Club Share-the-Fun Festival manual, 4-I0.34, for further susgestions 
and ideas. 
The following statements should clarify two points that were brougbt up 
seveml times last year: 
A member serving as a master of ceremonies may not participate in any 
other act. Accompanists do not have to be 4-H Club members. However, it is best 
to use IllStnbers in this capacity whenever possible. Square d.a.nce callers are t;:on-
sid.E:red &.s aceompani sts. 
Helps., tft .Members Enrolled in the Entomolesl PrOject 
Arrangements have again been made to supply 4-H members enrolled in the 
entomology project with insect mouuting boxes at reasonable cost. See your farm or 
assistant farm adviser for directions on ordering. These boxes are 20n x 20" x 3". 
They are constructed with a white pine frame, Masonite bottom, and wallboard mate-
rial for pinning. The box is ready for use except for a glass top, which needs to 
be purchased locally. 
A film on collecting insects is available which you may like to use for 
your club meeting. "How to Collect Insects" is a 17·minute color and sound movie 
that will give the member step-by-step instructions. It may be scheduled by con-
tacting Dr. Stevenson ~10ore III, 282 Natural Resources Buildi.ng 1 Illinois Natural 
History Survey, Urbana., lllinois. 
Junior Chicken-of-Tomorrow Contest 
The nlinois Junior Chicken-of-Tommorrow Contest has been discontinued. 
Insufficient interest and lack of centrally located processing facilities make !t 
impractical to continue this activity. 
Leisurecraft and Counseling Ca~ - ~~Y 15-19 
Here is an excellent opportunity for local 4-H leaders to pick up a lot 
of new ideas that will be very helpful to them in club work, to them as they assist 
as camp counselors, and to them personally. Those who attend have a wonderful 
week sharing experiences vith others throughout the state. 
Leisurecraft and Counseling Camp has a four-point program featuring 
leisure-time interests, crafts, counseling, and camping. Crafts include such activ-
ities as mosaics, woodwork, metal craft, game boards, nature craft, whittling, and 
salvage craft. Interest groups include instruction in games, music, folk dancing 1 
camp craft, cook-outs, and song-leading. 
A number of resource people 'Will share their experiences in helping others 
in the areas mentioned above. In addition, L. B. Sharp, professor of outdoor edu· 
cation at Southern Illinois University, will be featured on the program. 
This outstanding low-cost leaders' workshop is held at Memorial 4-H Camp 
Mly 15·19, 1961. Write to the state 4-H Office, 414 Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois, 
if you would like a leaflet giving more information about the program. 
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Idea a From the Counties 
.§.aline County 4-H Federation recently planned and adopted a new 4-H Fed• 
eration constitution. 
stevens Countll Kansas, 4-H members tell the 4-H story. !this activity 
brotlght a 22 percent incl--ease in 4 .. H enrollment to this Kansas county. Arrangements 
were made for 4-H assembly periods at each of the schools from the fourth to eighth 
grade. Junior 4-H leaders then planned and. presented a program consisting of 
group singing, talks about 4-H work, and. demonstrations. Immediately after the as-
sembly period, teams of junior leaders met in the classroom to answer questions and 
ob'b;ii~ names of interested boys and girls. Those showing interest were Vie:lted at 
their homes by other teams of junior and adult 4-H leaders. (The plan worked. so 
well that they are ioing it again this year. ) 
Coming Events 
March 29-30 - International Dog Show • Chicago 
April 6-8 • Farm and Home Festival, U. of I. campus, · Urbana 
April 22 - Land of Lincoln Judging and Showmanship School 
Springfield, State Fair Grounds - 10:00 a.m. 
May 15-19 - Leisurecraft and Counseling Camp at 4-H Memorial 
camp, Monticello 
June 21·23 • Illinois State 4-H Club Week, u. of I. campus, 
Urbana 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh1 Jr. 
R. o. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
March, 1961 
Price List of FeedsY 
The prices f'or many of the feedstuffs 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
below. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchssed should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Cost per bu. 1 cwt., 
CentaLlb. Kind of Feed or ton in dollars 
CornY shelled. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ 1.03 per bu • 1.84 Corn, ground shelled. 1.13 " " 2.02 . • • • • • • . • • • • • 
Corn, ground ear corn • 1.13 " If 1.61 • • • • • • • 
' 
• • • • Oats. 
.59 " " 1.84 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Oats, ground. .69 " It 2.16 • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Barley (feed) .96 It It 2.00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Barley, ground or rolled. 1.06 !1 II 2.21 • • • • • • • • • • • Sorghum grain • 1.68 " cwt • 1.68 • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sorghum grain, cracked. 1.78 " 11 1.78 • • • • • • • • • • • • Garbage and kitchen waste 8,50 II ton • • • • • • • • • • • Skim and buttermilk 1.50 II cwt. 1.50 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Vfi1ole milk, Grade B 3.00 II 11 3.00 • • • • • • • . .. . • Ill ,. • Corn silage • • • . • .. • • • • • • • • • • •· • 12.00 per ton o.6o Sorghum silage. ll.OO f1 " 0.55 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Grass silage 
No preservative added 8.00 II f1 o.4o • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Preserved with 70-100 lb. molasses. 10.00 " II 0.50 • • • • • 
Preserved with 150-200 lb. ground corn • 11.00 fl If 0 .. 55 • • • 
Clover and mixed hay) 22.00 II " 1.10 • • • • • • • • .• • • • • 
Co\lpea hay ~ 18.00 tt If 0.90 • • • • • • • , • • • • • Soybean hay Add $5.00 per ton for 18.00 II It 0.90 • • 
Alfalfa hay ~ baled hay 22.00 " " 1.10 • • • • • • • • Timothy hay 19.00 " " 0.95 • • • • • • • • • • • • • Corn stover • 11.00 11 11 0.55 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
oat straw • 16.00 " " o.Bo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Prepared by W. v1, Albert, Department of Animal Science, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. 
High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of lrp for each 1/2!% moisture 
above 15.5t% • 
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Junior Judging and Showmanship School - April 22 
The fifth annual Judging and Showmanship School will be held in the 
coliseum at the Illinois State Fair Grounds beginning at 10:00 a.m. This event 
is sponsored by the Land of Lincoln Purebred Livestock Breeders' Association in 
cooperation with the Illinois Extension Service and Vocational Agriculture Depart-
ment. 
Instructions and demonstrations in selecting, grooming, fitting, and ex-
hibiting beef, swine, shee~ and dairy will begin at 10:15 a.m. The classes will 
last for one half hour giving members an opportunity to view three demonstrations 
before lunch. At 12:30 p.m., judging classes. will begin. The arena will be di-
vided in half with two classes being judged at the same time. After a time limit, 
members will switch and judge the second class. The two classes judged will then 
be explained and reasons given. 
Judging cards and Fitting and Showing pamphlets will be given out at the 
event. Judging will be completed by 3:30p.m. Instruct your members to bring a 
sack lunch. 
So You•re Going to Make a 4-H Visit - adapted from Florida Extension Service 
4-H visits, a teaching technique to be used by adult 4-H leaders. 
The visit made by an adult 4-H leader to assist a 4-H Club member can 
"add spice" to the 4-H club work of the club member and family. A visit will help 
the leader to meet and to know parents of the 4-H Club members. It will give an 
understanding of home and farm environments. A leader's visit is of great value 
for encouraging a club member to do a better job. Any leader can make an effective 
and worthwhile home visit. 
Purposes of a Leader's Visit to a Club Member 
1. To give information 
a. Give understanding of over-all county 4-H Club program. 
b. Help select 4-H project(s) and 4-H activities for the 
member to participate in. 
c. Advise on project(s) being conducted by member. 
d. Assist with 4-H record keeping of the member. 
e. Give recognition to member and parent. 
f. Motivate parents' 4-H interest to: 
(1) Encourage and recognize achievements. 
(2) Provide opportunity for participation. 
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(3) Help select projects. 
( ll-) Be familiar vTi th 4-H and its goals. 
g. Develop confidence and appreciation. 
2. To gain information 
a. Know the member and parents in home and farm environments. 
b. Observe and discuss project(s) accomplishments and other 
4-H activities of the club m~mber, 
c. Observe and discuss situations and problems. 
Let's :gt.e.n for the Visit 
A leader a.lwaysmake·s advanced preparation for the most effective 'Visit. 
1. Have certain information on each club member 
a. Name. 
b. 4-H project(s) being conducted. 
c. Parents' name and address. 
2. Know something about project( s) being conducted by each member 
a. Secure and review the record book(s). 
b. Know the requirement for completion of the project(s) · 
c. Secure and become acquainted with project manual(s)· 
3• Know the over-all county 4-H Club program and schedule of activities. 
4. Definitely know the purpose of the visit. 
5· Decide the most effective approach to be made. 
6. Decide the time and length of visit convenient ·to member's and 
family's schedule. 
7• Review previous visit made to club member. 
8. Provide and prepare materials, supplies, etc. (if needed), to be used 
as reference during the visit, 
So You're Makins the Visit 
1. Be appropriately dressed. 
2. Greet family pleasantly. Remember you are the visitor, the family 
the host. 
3. Talk briefly with daughter or son about 4-H interest. 
4. Remember to be a good listener. 
5· As opportunity presents itself make known the purpose of the visit. 
6. Avoid idle chatter and waste of time. 
7. Be modest and patient. 
8, Arouse interest and create desire to t~te action. 
9• Render service if possible. 
10. Be clear in speech. 
11. Bring visit to a close and leave, 
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How Di.d I Do? 
Check the effectiveness of the visit by asking yourself the following 
questions: 
1. Was purpose accomplished? 
2. Or was another need more important? 
3. What are plans for follow-up? 
After the Visit Is Made 
1. Make a written commen-t of the visit - date, purpose, and. follai't• 
up cornmi tments made to the club member visited. 
2. Ask the county extension workers for information 1 literature,or 
materials needed by the club member which you were unable to 
furnish on the visit. 
3· Fulfill the commitments made to the club member visited. 
¥here for Help? 
The adult 4-H leader should contact the extension agent. 
National Junior Vegetable Growers Association 
The National Jtmior Vegetable Growers Association is an organization for 
young people interested in fruit and vegetable production. Anyone between 14 and 
21 years of age can participate. The projects this year include the -
1~ Production and marketing contest. 
2. Demonstration contest. 
3· Judging, grading, and identification contest. 
The production and marketing contest stimulates and encourages young 
people interested in growing and marketing horticultural crops. It requires de· 
tailed records of production practices, costs, profits, and marketing methods. 
Any 4-H or FFA member may enter his garden project in this contest. The national 
contest will be held in conjunction with the NJVGA convention in Detroit, Decem-
ber 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, 1961. 
Enrollment cards and details on the project requirements can be secured 
from the state NJVGA adviser, R, 0. Lyon, 412 Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois. 
X-tra Yield Corn Activity 
Sixty (60) county and district winners were honored at the ninth 4-H Club 
X-tra Yield Corn Recognition Luncheon on Saturday, April 8, The activity is spon-
sored by Illinois Farm Supply Company and affiliated member companies in cooperation 
with the Extension Service, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Fifty-
eight boys and girls were honored for having high yields and top yield scores in 
their respective counties. The score was based 100% on yield for the first time 
in the history of the program. One member enrolled in the activity from each of 
the five Extension districts received a college scholarship of $150 on his over-all 
4-H record, which includes 50 points on 4-H projects and activities, 25 points on 
4-H leadership, and 25 points on personal development. 
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James Deppe, Ashland, Illinois, Cass County, was the 1960 state winner 
for having produced 191.04 bushels per acre based on 15.5% moisture test. He was 
a District II winner. other yield winners included Howard Temple, Sheridan, LaSalle 
County, District I, with a yield of 172.53 bushels per acre; Tom Bidner, Mahomet, 
Champaign County, District III, with a yield of 175.9 bushels per acre; Kelly 
Schmitt, Ingraham, Clay County, District IV, with a yield of 182.15 per acre; and 
Chuck Varner, Omaha, Gallatin County, District v, with a yield of 166.42 bushels 
per acre. Each of the above district winners received an Elgin wrist watch. 
Scholarship winners were Leslie Howard, Kane County, District I; Wayne 
Oberle, Henry County, District II; Leon Miller, Christian County, District III; 
Max Mitchell, Lawrence County, District IV; and Edward Markus, Massac County, Dis-
trict V. All the above winners were presented a scholarship certificate and a $150 
check at the luncheon, 
In addition to the above listed winners, three members received medals fo~ 
carrying out demonstration activities on their corn plots. They were Larry Alcoke, 
Jasper County; Richard Courter, Knox County; Owen Mathias 1 Shelby County; James and 
Elizabeth Van Ma.tre, Macon County; David Blaine, Lee County; Allen Wolff, Norbert 
Soltwedel, Carol Wilson1 Clifford Traub, Larry Marxman, and Ronald Habbe all of 
Effingham County; Jerry Miller, Paul Hillman, Clark Pool, Weldon Walker, Darrell 
Vierling, Eldon Rademaker, Roger Ackerman, and Don Schmick all of Tazewell County. 
The demonstration is designed to give boys and girls a better understanding of corn 
production. 
Members are invited to ask their local leader for a copy of the new 4-H 
Grain Marketing Activity to further their understanding of corn production and 
marketing. 
X-tra Yield Award Program Changed 
Some of the counties beginning in 1961 will be offering an official 4-H 
reversible jacket to each of the four highest yielding or scoring members taking 
part in the program.. Why not ask your county adviser how your club members may take 
part in this program? 
Good Citizenship Is for Eve;y Day 
With the new citizenship activity booklet ready, every member of every 
club can renew his good citizen efforts. You as club leader are an example for your 
members to follow. In reality you are a builder of our future citizens. 
Parents, schools, and churches are all interested in developing our youth 
into useful citizens. You have an opportunity to join the team and give your best 
e fi'orts in support of this important goal. 
What can you do to help? The list of things you might do is quite long. 
Your limit is .determined by you yourself. By understanding the feelings of 4-H age 
young people, you will be better able to guide them in their club work. Understand-
ing youth might be a good discussion topic for your club leaders• meetings. Some 
helpful references on this topic are listed on page 43 of your nLeader•s Guide to 
4-H Club Work in I1l:inois," 4-Hl9. 
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As a club leader it is important that you know parliamentary practices 
to guide your club officers. Review "Each Officer's Job," 4-H2, with your officers. 
The 4-H officers today will grow up to be P.T.A. and church officers, needing this 
good background. 
Sharpen your interest in local, state 1 federal, and world government. You 
may think of things to do other than those listed in the citizenship activity book-
let 4-Hl50. 
A book tbat is an excellent reference on matters of citizenship is The 
American Citizen's Handbook, 5th edition, published by Senior Citizens of AmeriCa, 
1129 Vermont Avenue Northwest, Washington 5, D. c. Earlier editions were published 
by National Education Association. After you borrow a copy from the library you 
may find that you'd like a copy for your club. 
For up to the minute information on the United Nations, you might write 
to the U. S. Committee for the U. N. 1 816 - 21st Street, N. W. 1 Washington 61 D. C. 
Ask for the Fall 196o List of Materials and Publications. Items listed include: 
songs, records, recipes, posters, flags,and booklets about the U. N. 
Another good source of information on citizenship is: Superintendent of 
Documents, United States Government Printing Office, Washington 25 1 D. c. Ask for 
Price List 67, "Immigration, Naturalization,and Citizenship." Booklets on the Con-
stitution,. Declaration of Independence, Rights, Laws, the Flag, and Pledge of 
Allegiance to the Flag are included in this listing. 
Building a citizenship library for your elub might well be the result of 
your and your club's interest in this important activity. 
State Club Week 
Interest is growing by leaps and bounds in the first state club week to 
be held on the University of Illinois campus, The program plans have very worth-
while events for both members and leaders. Has your club chosen its delegate~ It's 
not too soon to choose your representative. Your club m~ want to plan a money-
making activity to sponsor your delegate. Delegates must have completed the ninth 
grade at the time of the event. 
Here is a. brief outline of the program: 
Wednesday, June 21 
9:00-11:30 a.m. -Registration. 
1:00 p.m. -Opening Ceremony- special music and v. I. P.'s 
1:45 p.m. - "Understanding Ourselves , " Dr. Evelyn Duvall 
3:45 p.m. - Campus tour 
6:00 p.m. - Barbecue 
7:30 p.m. - Recreation outside 
Leaders•meeting- Dr. Evelyn Duvall 
Thursday, June 22 
7:00 a.m. - Special Leaders' Breakfast 
8:30 ,a.m. -"The U.N. in Toda:y's World," Mrs. Marcus Goldman 
"You in Toda.y's World," Dr. Evelyn Duvall 
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I 
1:00 p.m ... Class sessions on pr·oject and activity subjects 
7:30p.m. - Party ni~1t ~ Dancing, entertainment, singing 
Friday, June 23 
8:30 a.m. - "The Career for You" 
Closing Citizenship Ceremony 
12:45 p.m. - Key Club luncheon 
Key Club annual meeting 
(Delegates visit points ot interest as arranged 
by county leaders.) 
Watch this newsletter for more details of the June Club Week. 
New ReForter's Handbook 
uPut 4-H in the News, " a handbook for 4-H reporters 1 is just the thing to 
help your reporter tell the 4-H story. You ma.y pick up a copy of this leanet at 
your adviser's office. 
Mrs. c. H. Potts, a Cass County 4-H leade~ conceived the idea for the hand-
book. Besides being a devoted club leader, Mrs. Potts is the mother of five school-
age youngsters and active in community work. She found that newspaper items about 
local club meetings didn't really have much news in them. Her interest prompted her 
to prepare a guide to reporting for her own club reporter. 
We in the state 4-H staff saw her guide and have now adapted it for 4-H 
reporters all over the state. Pointers on writing news stories and a. sample story 
are included in the handbook. 
Help your reporter be a salesman for 4-H. The ideals and accomplishments 
of 4-H are the products for sale to the public. 
~ndicraft Pamphlets - Free 
Housecleaning does wonders for the soul - so it is said. At least for us -
we have uncovered another big stack of handicraft pamphlets that are excellent 
sources of information. You may have them on a first come, first served basis. 
Write for craft pamphlets, 414 MUmford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 
These are the ones we have: metal enameling, woodcraft, block printing, leather-
craft, pottery, paper craft, silk screen, painting, marionettes, textile painting, 
soap sculpture, weaving, and tin can craft. 
Hazard Hunt Stickers 
Extra "skull and crossbones" stickers used in connection with the 4-H 
Hazard Hunt activity are available free on request. Oftentimes members Will run 
short after using the few supplied with each pamphlet. Ask your Extension adviser 
to order your county a supply. 
American Angus Auxiliary Scholarship 
The Angus Auxiliary is again awarding a scholarship to a girl enrolled 
in 4-H with an Angus beef project. The award is made on the basis of merit and need. 
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Each applicant shall be a graduating high school senior who needs financial assist-
ance to further her education and she shall be recommended by either her county 
agent or club leader and either her high school principal or superintendent. 
If you have a girl who 
Hanssler Court, Peoria1 Illinois. 
is interested, write to l~s. M. s. Castle, 2629 
Applications are due by July 1. 
Ideas From Counties 
Adams County 4-H Federation has changed the usual program of the 4-H 
Rally to a Penny Carnival. It was felt that the original purpose of the rally was 
to interest more girls and boys in 4-H Club work. Former rallies consisted of 
skits, games, round and square dancing. Federation members thought the purpose of 
getting new members was lost with this type of program since only 4-H members at-
tended the rallies. 
This year the Federation Council decided to have a Penny Carnival. The 
objectives of the carnival were to interest new boys and girls in joining 4-H,to 
have 4-H members enjoy themselves, and to have clubs raise some money for their 4-H 
program. 
All 4-H clubs were urged to set up a booth. Some clubs combined with 
other clubs on a booth. A penny was charged for everything with the receipts going 
to the respective clubs. 
The 4-H Dog Club in Will County selected the name of "Klover K-9' a" at a 
recent meeting. In addition to their obedience training sessions, the members have 
planned on participating in other 4-H activities such as window displays, Share-the-
Fun, and making a. scrapbook. Parents and members are deeply interested in the dog 
project. A local radio pet show announcer devoted a half hour program to the new 
county club. 
The Cumberland County 4-H Federation sponsored a banquet for local club 
leaders with a unique program. Title of the program was Americanism vs. Communism. 
A panel of 4-H members presented the following topics: Family Life in a Democratic 
Society, Education in a Democracy, Our Democratic Government, and Citizens in a 
Democracy. The young people pointed out h0\r1 communism operates and how Americans 
ca.n fight communism by building strong family groups. • • • The Federation Council 
wa.s commended highly for having taken an interest in this sort of program. 
Recipe for a 4-H Club 
Take 1 adult leader interested in youth1 
Add 6 or more children seeking the truth, 
Use two or three projects and activities, too, 
Mix at a club meeting, perhaps a:rter school. 
Try food and recreation for a topping supreme. 
Yield: one fine club; its record will gleam. 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Da.igh, Jr. 
R. 0. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. W. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
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March 23, 1961 
Price List of Feed~/ 
The prices for many of the feedstuffs 4-H members u~e :i.h . th~i~ projects are listed 
below. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values b)t all b<Dys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Cost per bu., cwt. 1 
CentsLlb. Kind of feed or ton in dollars 
Corn,'?./ shelled l.OJ per bu. 1.84 
Corn, ground shelled 1.13 II " 2.02 
Corn, ground ear 1.13 " " 1.61 
Oats 0.54 It It 1.69 
Oats, ground 0.64 " " 2.00 
Barley, {feed) 0.94 " It 1.96 
Barley, ground or rolled 1.04 n " 2.17 
Sorghm:n grain 1.75 per cwt. 1.75 
Sorghum grain, cracked 1.85 II " 1.85 
Garbage and kitchen waste 8.50 per ton 
Skim and buttermilk 1.50 per cwt. 1.50 
Whole milk, Grade B 3.00 If II 3.00 
Corn silage 12.00 per ton o.6o 
Sorghum silage 11.00 II " 0.55 
Grass silage 
No preservative added 8.00 " " o.4o 
Preserved with 70-100 molasses 10.00 If It 0.50 
Preserved with 150-200 lb. gr. corn 11.00 " " 0.55 
Clover and mixed hay]f 20.00 " " 1.00 
Cowpea. hay 18.00 II tl o.go 
Soybean hay Add $5.00 per ton for 18.00 tl u o.go 
Alfalfa hay baled hay 20.00 " " 1.00 
Timothy hay 18.00 If " 0~90 
Corn stover 11.00 u " 0.55 
Oat straw 16.00 " " 0.80 
1/ Prepared by W. w. Albert, Department of Animal Science, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. 
g/ High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of ~¢ for each 1/'i$ moisture 
above 15.5%· 
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Awards and Competition UAr 1 • 
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In 4-H Club work we have long used awards of various kinds to stimulate 
the interest of boys and girls. Occasionally someone asks us whether we are sure 
that all boys and girls want to compete for awards. Some may be satisfied with 
having a good project and keeping a good record. 
A member may complete a project Without competing for any awards. Leaders 
sometimes get the idea that every member must meet the requirements for some award 
if the club is to be successful. other leaders feel that the awards should be avail-
able for those who have the ability and wish to compete for them, but that members 
who do not win an award or who do not wish to compete should not be ridiculed. 
Some leaders will not allow 4-H members to continue in the club if they do 
not earn the achievement member award. This procedure prevents some boys and girls 
from carrying projects and participating in the club program. We hope that all 
leaders will consider the development of all the boys and girls in their community 
their first and most worthwhile obJect! ve. This goal is much more important than 
having a "100 percent" achievement club. 
Awards in the 4-H program should be suitable to the work done. Suitable 
awards given to a group of members who have done a superior job are more acceptable 
than awards given to one or two individuals, An excess of expensive trophies or in-
flated prices for animals· sold at auction to "friends of 4-Hu lead to a distorted 
sense of values. 
Parents and 4-H Club Work 
Many times each year county extension advisers and local 4-H Club leaders 
become concerned about the lack of parent cooperation in their counties and clubs. 
Strong, growing 4-H Clubs must have (1) parent interest and (2) active parent cooper-
ation. To help members get the most from their 4-H experience,we need to have more 
parents taking part more actively in club work. 
Parent cooperation does not mean parent "take-over" of the club or parent 
domination of the local 4-H leader. That would be no better than a lack of parent 
cooperation. It does mean that every 4-H parent and every potential 4-H parent 
should be fully informed of the aims, policies, projects, activities, and events of 
the 4-H Club program. It means that parents should be asked to take part. Most 
people will not volunteer their services, and yet most of them are willing to help 
when asked. 
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' A recent study* of 458 parents and 152 leaders in Maine, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, and Ohio showed that more than 3/4 of the parents were willing to at-
tend special 4-H events and meetings, provide transportation, and have meetings in 
their homes--but only 1/8 to 1/2 actually did. From l/2 to 2/3 of the parents were 
willing to discuss 4-H with other parents, help teach project work, and take part in 
4-H meeting programs--but hard~ a~ ot them did. About 1/3 were willing to serve as 
leaders or on 4-H councils or committees--but only one out of 100 actually did. 
Nearly all parents were willing to help members select projects, help get material 
for projects, help with projects and records, and encourage members to take part in 
4-H activities--but only 1/2 to 2/3 were actuallY doing so. Eighty-five percent of 
the parents were willing to read 4-R news articles and 4-H material sent to them and 
listen to 4-H radio programs--but only 1/2 of them did. 
Other studies have proved without much doubt that boys and girls with 
parent interest and help take a much more livelY interest in their 4-H Club work. 
How do you gain parents' cooperation? 
1. Call on the parents of ~ your members (see April issue 
of this newsletter). 
2. Talk with parents about 4-B:work whenever you see them. 
3. Hold club meetings in the homes if possible. 
4. Arrange for a tour to all members • homes. 
5. Help your members entertain their parents. 
6. Include parents in activities· and events. 
1. ~parents to help you. 
8. Praise them and g1 ve thanks freely. 
Parent cooperation depends as much on the leader's attitude as on parents' 
Willingness to help. Here are four groups of leaders described according to their 
attitudes. Which one do you fit in? 
Group 1 - Expect parents to be interested and active in everything 
the club and its members do. 
Group 2 - Wish parents to be interested only in project work. 
Group 3 - Want parents to be interested in and help only With club 
activities. 
Group 4 - Expect help only with ordinary chores of club work. 
Certainly we hope that all Illinois 4-H Club leaders will fit into Group 
No. 1. No one enjoys or is willing to help with something he or she knows little 
or nothing about. One of the main reasons 4-H Club leaders fail to get parent co-
operation is that they do not ask parents to help. If you will ask them, the parents 
of your members will respond. When did you last ask for their help? 
*"A Study of How to Get Parent Cooperation in 4-H Club Work," USDA Extension Cir-
cular 399. 
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How Parents Can Help 4-H Members 
1. Let boys and girls know you are interested in their 4-H work. 
2. Listen to their ideas before you give suggestions or advice. 
Then let them do their own work. 
3. Talk with them about selecting their projects. Help them get 
their calf, pig, dress material, or whatever they need. 
4. Encourage them to work on their projects. 
5. Encourage them to take part in club and country 4·H activities, 
(meetings, rallies, achievement programs, exhibits, fairs). 
6. Help with their 4-H exhibits. 
7. Encourage them to complete their 4-H records and reports. 
a. See that they have transportation to club meetings and county 
activities. 
9. Attend special 4-H meetings held for parents and some county 
4-H actiVities. 
10. InVite the club to meet in your home, either for a regular or 
a recreational meeting. 
11. Get better acquainted with the leader, and see if there is 
anything else you can do tor your own boy or girl or for the 
club as a whole. 
12. Never forget that the real objective of club work is to develop 
your eons and daughters into finer citizens. It is not neces-
sarily raising the best calf or winning first prize in the dress 
revue that counts most. It is not who can win the most honors at 
the fair. Such experiences may be good--but they can also be bad 
if they have the wrong effect on the attitude or character of your 
boy or girl. 
Canm Time Again! 
Grass is being mowed, cabins fixed up, and food ordered--signs that the 
4-H camps will soon be open again! When June 12 arrives, many happy 4-H members 
will be starting another camping season. County advisers and leaders have been busy 
this past Winter planning for the 1961 camps so that members of your 4-H Club can 
have the best camp experience ever this year. 
Has your club made plans to send some members to camp this summer? This 
experience can be of tremendous value to 4-H Club members. It provides an opportu-
nity for real adventure, for making many new friends, living away from home for the 
first time,and learning new skills through crafts, swimming and boating, and other 
sports. Camping teaches a greater appreciation and respect for nature. It gives 
older campers many opportunities for leadership. 
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Adult counselors or cabin leaders are needed to help the young people get 
the most benefit from their camping experience. Living with a group of livewire 
4-H members for five days may be a little tiring, but it will give you a wonderful 
opportunity to really get to know young people. In doing this, you may learn some-
thing about yourself also. Plan now to offer to help your 4-H camp. 
There are siX district camps in Illinois: White Eagle Camp in north-
western Illinois, camp Shaw-waw-nas-see in northeastern Illinois, Western Camp in 
western Illinois, State 4-H Memorial camp in Central Illinois, Camp Shaubena in west-
central Illinois, and Southern Camp in southern Illinois. Check w1 th your county . 
adviser on the date for your county. 
Wildlife Conservation Camp 
'lhe annual Wildlife Conservation Camp for 4-H members will be held July 31 
to August 4 at 4-R Memorial Camp near MOnticello. 
Your county probably announced the delegates for 1961 at the county achieve-
ment program last fall. These delesates were selected from their records in wildlife 
conservation, entomology, forestry, bird study, and soil conservation projects. If 
you have an older boy in your club who is interested in conservation, let your county 
adviser know about him. 
lhe campers have an opportunity to study game birds, animals, timber 
management, and farm ponds, and also to lay out contour lines on the camp grounds. 
An added feature this year will be an overnight camping trip for boys who wish to go. 
There will be plenty of time for fishing, rifler.y, shooting, crafts, and sports, in-
cluding swimming. 
The cost will be $7.00 each for two delegates and $14.00 for each addi-
tional delegate. Make your check payable to the Illinois 4-H Foundation, 414 Mumford 
Hall, Urbana, Illinois. 
State 4-H Club Judging Contest 
The State 4-H Club Judging Contest in livestock, dairy, poultry, and vege-
tables will be held 'lhursday 1 July 6, on the University of Illinois campus, Urbana. 
Registration will beg:!.n at 9:00 a.m. at the Stock Pavilion on Pennsylvania Avenue. 
No entry fee will be charged for participants, as the Illinois 4-H Foundation Will 
supply the ribbon awards. 
Contestants Will judge in the folloWing areas: 
Dairy - Purebred Dairy Barns 1 South Lincoln Avenue 
Livestock - Stock Pavilion 
Poultry - Poultry Plant, South of Cemetery 
Vegetable - Horticulture Field Laboratory, West Florida Avenue 
No lunch facilities will be available. Contestants should bring sack 
lunches, since the contest will end after the lunch hour. 
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4-H Events at the State Fair 
T.he Junior Department at the Illinois State Fair will hum With activity 
starting Friday, Ausust 11, and continuing through Friday, August 18. The agricul-
tural activities Will center in the Junior Livestock Building and in the Agricultural 
Exhibit Tent just east of the Livestock Building. If you or any of your club members 
attend the State Fair, be sure to visit these two centers as well as the home eco-
nomics exhibits and activities across the street in the Junior Home Economics Build-
ing. 
FolloWing is a brief summary of some of the activities: 
Agricultural Demonstrations - Each county may choose two demonstrations--
individual or team--to participate. Demonstrations must pertain to a project or 
activity in which the member is enrolled this year. 'Ihe two demonstrations from your 
county Will be selected at the county contest. Are your members preparing demonstra-
tions for the county contest? 
Public Speaking - The State 4-H Public Speaking Contest will be held each 
morning at 9:00 o'clock, starting Saturday, August 12, and continuing the following 
Monday through Friday. Speeches will be four to six minutes in length. Speakers 
choose their own topics. One boy and one girl may represent each county. County 
winners are usually picked at a county public speaking contest. 
Share-The-Fun - Would you like to hear some of the best entertainment on 
the Fair Grounds, and all for free? Then plan to enjoy at least one evening of the 
State Share-The-Fun Festivals. They take place each evening at 7:30 except SUnday 
in the Junior Home Economics Building Auditorium. Each county may select one act to 
participate. 
Exhibits - In addition to exhibiting livestock, e. number of 4-H'ers enter 
the Junior Department Vegetable Show. All 4-H members w1 th garden projects are 
eligible to exhibit. Counties may select one entry for each class in the entomology, 
handicraft, and electricity exhibits. 
There is something of interest for each member of the family in the Junior 
Department at the Illinois State Fair. See the Junior Department Fair Catalog for 
more details. 
Handicraft Pamphlets 
We still have a number of free handicraft pamphlets. These pamphlets are 
excellent sources of information. Write for craft pamphlets, 414 MUmford Hall, 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. We have the following: woodcraft, block 
printing, leathercraft, pottery, paper craft, silk screen, painting, soap sculpture, 
weaving, and tin can craft. First come, first served. 
Latest Enrollment Date 
4-H enrollment cards for the 1960-61 club year have been flowing into the 
county extension offices since September 1, 1960. Many 4-H members continued the 
project or projects they had last year. Othe~s are well started on new projects. 
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I 
We suggest that you eheck with each member to see that you have a complete 
record of his projectso Sometimes a member starts a project and forgets to tell the 
leader or to fill out an enrollment card. 
If you have boys or girls still wanting to join 4-H, suggest that they en-
roll in one of the following projects, which can be started up to June 1: 
Automotive Care and Safety 
Crops 
Electricity 
Entomology 
Flower Gardening 
Forestry 
Horsemanship 
Ewe Lamb 
Market Hog Feeding 
Gilt 
Chick Growing 
Capons 1 Turkeys, Ducks, Geese 
Gardening 
Home Grounds Improvement 
Advanced Beef Feeding 
Guineas, Pheasants, and Quail 
Babbits 
Tractor Care 
Wildlife Conservation 
Ideas From Counties 
~~chland County featured a rather extensive publicity campaign during 
National 4-H Club Week. It began with a rally in which the Federation awarded a 
business firm and two individuals plaques for service to 4-H. On three mornings club 
members appeared on local radio station breakfast club programs. The local paper had 
a special 4-H edition. Two 4-H girls baked a cake and presented it to the mayor as 
he proclaimed 4-H Week. A window display contest was held. The Federation gave 
small 4-H buttons to each member and provided grace cards and 4-H place mats for 
tables in restaurants. A one-page story of the 4-H program--what it is, how to join, 
etc.--was mimeographed and given to the larger stores to use as "stuffers" in shop-
ping bags. A letter was mailed to all boys and girls 10 to 13 years of age who were 
not 4-H Club members, inviting them to Join. 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh., Jr. 
B. o. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
' ' 
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May, 1961 
Price List of Feeds!/ 
The prices for many of the feedstuffs 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
below. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchased should of course be recorded a.t 
prices paid. 
Kind of feed 
Corn,'E./shelled 
Corn, ground shelled 
Corn, ground ear 
Oats 
Oats, ground 
Barley, (feed) 
Barley, ground or rolled 
Sorghm:n grain 
Sorghum grain, cracked 
Garbage and kitchen waste 
Skim and buttermilk 
Whole milk, Grade B 
Corn silage 
Sorghum silage 
Grass silage 
No preservative added 
Preserved with 70-100 molasses 
Preserved with 150-200 lb. gr. corn 
Cost per bu., cwt., 
or ton in dollars 
1.00 per bu. 
1.10 " ,, 
1.10 ., 1l 
0. 54 u · " 
0.64 tt tt 
0.94 " u 
1.04 n " 
1. 68 per cwt. 
1.78 " It 
8.50 per ton 
1.50 per cwt. 
3.00 It tr 
12.00 per ton 
11.00 " It 
8.00 " tt 
10.00 " It 
ll.OO It n 
20.00 It tl 
n 
" Soybean hay Add $5.00 per ton for 
Clove. r and mixed hay} Cowpea hay 
Alfalfa hay baled hay 
18.00 
18.00 " t1 
20.00 It " 
Timothy hay 18.00 " " 
Corn stover 11.00 tf tt 
Oat straw 16.00 It " 
Centa,/lb. 
1~79 
1.96 
1.53 
1.69 
2.00 
1.96 
2·~7 1.68 . 
1.78 
1.50 
3.00 
o.6o 
0.55 
o.4o 
o. 50 
0.55 
1.10 
0.90 
0.90 
1.00 
o.go 
0.55 
0.80 
]:./ Prepared by w. W, Albert, Department of Animal Science, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. 
g/ High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of l! for each 1/'i:!'/o moisture 
above 15.5%· 
Extension Service Penalty For Private Use To Avoid 
United States Department of Agriculture 
University of Illinois 
· P~ent Of Postage, $300 
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Official Business 
5/12/61--33'27 
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4-H Letter for Local Leaders from State 4-H Staff 
June 19, 1961 
Are You Holding Your Older Members? 
Club members that are 14 years of age and over are different from younger 
members. Their characteristics are different, their abilities are different, and 
their needs are different. Are you holding these members in your club, or do they 
drop out when they begin high school? 
Many times we hear the argument that boys and girls are too busy for 4-H 
when they enter high school. That may be true in a few cases. However, a recent 
study ofl4- to 16-year-old boys conducted for the Boy Scouts of America shows that 
31 percent of the boys interviewed had no group membership (such as 4-H or BSA) and 
30 percent were members of only one group. Of course, there are other activities 
and homework that need to be considered, but many boys and girls of this other age 
need to belong to a group to prepare them for a place in society. 
Our primary aim in 4-H Club work is to develop the character of the boy 
and girl. Character is what we really are. Character is a basic and fundamental 
part of the individual. It isn't wealth, power, or position that is important--it 
is character. 
What are the characteristics of these older members? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
They need constructive guidance. 
They have adult interests, want to act as adults. 
They have greater ability to see relationship between 
adults and youth. TfitL 
• ' I 1 f.;£ 
Their physical growth is fairly stable. JUL 2 R 1?S1 
They will master skills that hold their interest. UJ.W'•t r> "c 
•dq •h f t : .: F I ''"'.~ 
They can make and execute short-time plans. 
They can make their own choices. 
They have a high interest in personal appearance. 
They want adult level guidance, but not control. 
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' 10. The girls are interested ia the boys. Both want social activities. 
11. They need group participation to gain independence from adults. 
12. They are interested in what various jobs are like. 
Knowing the above characteristics, what can we do to hold our older mem-
bers, and how can we use them to further 4-H? Here are some suggestions: 
1. Give the older members a strong voice in planning their pro-
grams, but give them adult counsel. 
2. Arrange for some actiVities for older boys and girls from the 
different activities of the youn.ger members. 
3. Use older members as junior leaders to help younger members 
with records, demonstrations, etc. Consider using the buddy 
system. 
4. Recognize the'se members by giving them adult-like jobs, praise, 
and responsibility rather than mere pins, ribbons, or trophies. 
5. Use them for committee and special activity chairmanships. 
6. Encourage them to enroll in advanced units of projects, as 
they offe~more challenge. 
1. Consider promoting community service projects that are practical 
and helpful and that older members can plan and execute. 
8. Encourage older members to attend adult extension meetings. 
9. Encourage attendance at county federation council meetings. 
10. Arrange exchanges of older members with other counties or states. 
11. Encourage career exploration for older members in your county. 
12. Use discussion groups or special-interest groups involving subject 
matter, nutrition, personal appearance, boy-girl relations, etc. 
13. De-emphasize material awards. 
The length of tenure for 4-H Club members is only 2.7 years. OUr chal-
lenge,then, is to face up to the developmental differences of older 4-H members and 
tigure out ways of using our present program or making needed changes to give it 
sufficient stimulus to challenge our older youth. 
Club Tours 
As Fair time approaches, many 4-H Clubs will be holding club tours. In 
fact, some clubs hold two tours - one at the beginning of the year and another at 
Fair time to see the progress made by the members. A club tour is a good way to 
get the interest of parents. Many clubs have a picnic dinner at noon on someone's 
lawn and possibly play games or sw~ in a local pool or pond afterwards. 
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A tour should be a teaching device as well as a fun activity for the mem-
bers. How frustrating it is to rush, rush, rush from one farm to another with little 
thougnt other than seeing Johnny's calf in the barn lot and then hurrying on to 
another member's farm: In many eases this tour will be the only chance the member 
will have to show his project. If so, he should have an opportunity to exhibit his 
antmal, insect collection, vegetables, etc., Just as if he were exhibiting at the 
county 4-H show. 
TOurs give members an excellent opportunity to put on demonstrations with 
their own projects. Allow plenty of time for demonstrations. They are the best 
known teaching device. Here are some tips to help you have a good tour: 
1. Set the date early and allow plenty of time at each stop, in-
cluding demonstrations. It may be best not to stop at the farm 
of every member. Select representative farms ahead of time. 
2. Include such educational activities as the folloWing: 
a. Have record books checked by a committee, and report their 
findings after the tour. 
b. Emphasize record-keeping by guessing weights of calves 1 
pigs, grain, etc. 
c. Emphasize judging. 
d. Use demonstrations. 
3. Take slides and black-and-white pictures. 
4. Have the tour at a time When farmers are not too busy working. 
5. Invite parents, extension advisers, neighbors, and prospective 
members. 
6. Include a picnic and games. 
7, Drive carefully. 
IFYE - An Important Part of the 4-H Program 
IFYE - stands for International Farm Youth Exchange. To those who have 
had any contact with IFYEs, it is an outstanding "People to People" pr~gra.m in which 
people really learn to know, understand, and appreciate people from other countries 
and their cultures and creeds. They accomplish this end by living with six to eight 
host families for several weeks. It is truly a grass-roots-ambassador program for 
developing international understanding and friendship. 
IFYE is sponsored in the United States by the National 4-H Foundation~ In 
Illinois the IFYE program is conducted by the state and county extension services 
with financial help from the Illinois 4-H Foundation. Much of the state support has 
come from donations by 4-H Clubs, county federations, farm and home bureaus, and Ru-
ral Youth groups. 
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The IFYE program has been very successful since its beginning in 1948. 
During this time there have been 1,325 delegates from 47 states and Puerto Rico and 
1,490 exchangees from 62 countries. More than 20,000 families have been hosts to 
IFYEs, making them members of the family and community for a short time. 
We have seven delega.tes going to other countries and are expecting fourteen 
exchangees from other countries. Our exchangees from other countries will live with 
about 50 Illinois host families for 14 to 21 days each. These young people 20 to 30 
years of age are outstanding youth in their countries, so take advantage of the op-
portunity to meet them or hear them talk. Your county adviser will know whether any 
of them are staying with host families in your county or in a nearby county. 
Our seven outstanding Illinois young men and women who are among the 100 
IFYE delegates from the United States are: 
~ Address County Country Leave Return 
Margaret Allen R .. 1, Delavan Tazewell Netherlands March 30 November 
William Beeler McLean McLean Ceylon October 5 May 
S. Dale Black R. 3, Kankakee Kankakee Jordan October 5 May 
Walter Griffith 328 Lawrence, Knox Sweden March 30 November 
Galesburg 
John Martin R. 1, Louisville Clay Pakistan October 5 May 
Jean Rushton R. 2, Minooka Kendall England-Wales March 30 November 
Judith Sanders R. 5, Greenville Bond Colombia June 18 December 
We know that these young people will be outstanding IFYEs and that they 
will be a credit to Illinois 4-H Clubs and their leaders. They will be available 
for slide talks when they return. Announcement will be included in a later letter 
about how to contact them. There is no fee, but all groups are expected to pay mile-
age and other necessary expenses (meals and lodging} that the IFYE speaker incurs go-
ing to the meeting. IFYEs have a great story to tell. MAKE USE OF '!HEM. 
Here is a list of our 196o deleg:ates. All have been giving excellent slide 
talks. 
Don Smallwood 
Jim Rea 
John Sadler 
Mary Jo Cunningham 
Lois Warfield 
Lee Shaw 
.Pat Schaudt 
Livingston - 1960 
Ireland- N. Ireland 
Franklin - 1960 
Finland 
Vermilion - 1960 
Argentina 
Vermilion - 1960 
Peru 
Ford - 1960 
Australia 
McHenry - 1960 
Mexico 
Perry - 1960 
Taiwan 
411 s. Pine 
Arthur, Ill. 
R. l 
Mulkeytown, Ill. 
R. 1 
Fithian, Ill. 
R. 1 
Georgetown, Ill. 
R. 2 
Gibson City, Ill. 
McConnell Road 
Woodstock, Ill. 
R. 3 
Pinckneyville, Ill. 
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Delesates from the 1959 program still giving talks are: 
Mrs. :Rodger Marshall 
(Janet Bateman) 
John Revell 
Norman Virden 
4-H Automotive ProJect 
Piatt - 1959 
England-Wales 
Champaign - 1959 
New Zealand 
Fayette - 1959 
Chile 
Speer, Ill. 
509 Front Street 
Henry, Ill. 
1307 Freeburg Ave. 
Belleville, Ill. 
Local leaders and county advisers from 25 Illinois counties attended a 
state-wide workshop on the automotive project in early May. This group was enthu-
siastic aeout the possibilities for this project. They agreed that it should be 
mad, available to older boys and girls and should offer those working to obtain their 
driver's license an opportunity to supplement the work in driver education courses 
in high school. 
Unit 1 (first year) emphasizes highway safety, the traffic code, and a 
higltway hazard hunt. Members also study the owner's manual, the engine in general, 
and what makes a -car run. They have the opportunity to keep records of cost. of 
operation and a maintenance schedule. Those who enroll in the project are encouraged 
to attend special meetings to obtain more informat,ion. A tine leader's manual has 
been prepared to assist those who Will be giving this instruction. 
Unit 2 (second year) provides more information on the actual operation of 
the automobile, the selection of lubricants, selection and care of tires, and more 
about costs of operation. Some suggested group actiVities are skilled driving con• 
tests, safety lane checks, braking demonstrations, and trouble-shooting exercises. 
Young people enrolling in this unit should have a driver's license. 
Unit 3 (third year) gives information on what to look for in buying a used 
car, power transmission, the electrical system, operating the car efficiently, and 
helping to make the community a safer place in which to drive. In add.i tion, 1 t 
outlines an economy-skill driving contest and the possibilities for careers in vari-
ous fields relating to automobiles. 
If you have young people in your community who are interested in the auto-
motive project, talk to your county adviser. You can probably fi~ someone in the 
community who would be willing to serve as leader and thus make a real contribution 
in providing safer drivers. 
Horse Movie Available 
The Illinois Arabian Horse Association has a film, "An Introduction to the 
Arabian Horse," that is available on loan to any 4-H Club free of charge. The film 
is 28 minutes, sound, color, and 16 mm. For further information write to Mrs. Jean 
Riggins, Itzawic Stable, Princeville 1 Illinois. A pamphlet entitled "Arabs and What 
They Can Do" will be mailed with the film if the approximate number of cot>ies needed 
is given at the time of booking the film. 
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HOW DOES YOUR CLUB PROGRAM CHECK? 
Now is the time to take a final check to ma.k.e sure that your club :program 
will enable both the members and the club to have a good record when the club year 
is completed in September. The following questions Will help you. Can you answer 
yes to all twelve? 
1. Has your program been so planned that every member will take 
part at least once during the year? -----
2. Have you planned a club tour? -----
3. Have you planned to hold siX or more regular meetings? -----
4. Do your club members know that they are expected to do these 
five things? 
a. Carry at least one project. 
b. Attend at least two-thirds of' the local club meetings after 
they enroll. 
c. Complete and turn in their record books. 
d. Give a talk or demonstration at some meeting of the local 
club. 
e. Make an exhibit representa·tive of their projects or, in 
unusual circumstances, have their projects inspected. 
5. Does your club use premeeting games? -----
6. Does your recreation chairman have at least one new same and 
several old ones planned for the meeting? -----
7. Do you encourage your club members to demonstrate?-----
8. Does your club plan to have one or more representatives at 
district camp this year? -----
9. Are your members participating in either the first aid or the 
keeping-fit activity?-----
10. Does your club encourage talent numbers at meetings and encour-
age participation in the Share-the-Fun Festival? ---------
11. Does the club plan to stress safety as a club-wide activity? 
12. Does the club plan to have one special event this year? 
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Progralll .. Idea 
From California comes a program idea for older lt.-II Club members. When 
members arrive at a meeting, hand them slips of paper. Ask the boys to list "What 
I Like About Girls" and "Hh.at Girls Do That I Wish 'Ihey Wouldn't Do." Have the 
girls list the same things about boys. Then give the papers to a panel of two boys 
and two girls. According to repol"t, you l-Ton•t have any trouble getting audience 
participation • 
.J:.9 .. ~~.From Counties 
Henry, !:_lerc~, and Warren County extension advisefs planned and conducted 
a District Horsemanship Day. Carolyn Davies Gardner served as resource person for 
topics on "Fitting and Grooming, •• "Selection for Conformation and Action, •• "Showman-
ship Pointers at Halter and Under Ss.ddle 1 11 "Selection and Care for Equipment, •• and 
"Judging ., " (Editor's note: This is an excellent 't·Tay to use qualified county re-
source persons as project instructors. Mrs. Gardner is a nationa.lly recognized 
horse trainer from Geneseo, Illinois.) 
The Schuyler Count~ 4-R Federation used an impressive candlelighting cere-
mony for installing new federation officers at a recent spring rally. Featured on 
the program was a foreign exchange student attending the local high school. 
The Wesley 4-H Hustlers, R~~ Coun!l, Will be adding much to the neat ap-
pearance of the neighboring countryside. All members of the club are taking the 
first-year phase of the home grounds beautification project e ~e project work \fill 
involve the members in cleaning up their home grounds and farm.C3teads. Besults of 
the project work will be seen on the club's tour. 
Richland Count~ extension advisers carried out another in a series of 
training schools for 4-H Club members. This school save instruction in basic soil 
conservation theory and practice to members enrolled in crops and soil conservation 
projects. The four sessions covered how soil is formed, types of soil, soil fertil-
ity, soil testing, crop management, basic soil conservation practices, and a tour to 
various farms. A meeting for members enrolled in the beetprojectwas also held, 
covering such items as latest results of research and latest recommendations in 
beef management. 
The Cumberland County 4-H Federation has formed a "record corps... On a 
trial basis the group plans to help members in n~w clubs and younger members with 
their records. An excellent training meeting for leaders was also held that included 
record-keeping for members, records that leaders should keep, what a good meeting 
should include, program building and what a program should include, demonstrations, 
and how local people can and will help with specialized training. A ques·tionnaire 
on subjects for future meetings was filled out by the leaders. Results show that 
the leaders prefer more training in how to conduct club work than in subject matter. 
The Crawford County 4-H Federation reviewed the history of the IFYE pro-
gram and asked an Illinois IFYE delegate to give his experiences at the next federa~ 
tion meeting. 
Madison County has a safety committee made up of representatives from 
Rural Youth, 4-H Federation, and Farm Bureau Women's Committeee The members of the 
committee have a budget of $50. The 4-H Clubs in the county will wash windshields 
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and headlights and distribute printed cards that say "Be a Sucker for Safety." There 
will be a sucker attached to the card. During the summer the various groups will 
undertake such other projects as cleaning blind corners, etc. Ar1 award will be made 
to the clubs doing the best job on this safety campaign. 
Macon Count:c has laun.ched a new community service project. It is an ex-
change of 4 .. H members and 'YMCA members. The 4-H members will v'isit YMCA members two 
days in the city 1 and the YMCA members will then visit two days with the 4-H members. 
The purpose is to get a better understanding of rural and urban living. After the 
e..~change there will be a group meeting of the participants so that each may share 
his experience. 
lJlinois Purebred 9heep Breeders• Association Sale 
The Thirty-Fourth Biannual Consignment Sale will be held on Saturday, 
July 15, beginning at 1:00 p.m. Purebred ewes and rams will be offered. The sale 
will be held at the Stock Pavilion on the University of Ill:f.nois campus; Urbana, 
Illinois. Sifting will begin at 9:30 a.m. 
Coming Events 
July 6 - State 4-H Judging Contest, University of Illinois 
July 24 - July 28 - Junior Leadership Conference - Memorial 4-H Camp, 
July 31 - August 4 
Monticello, Illinois 
- Wildlife Conservation Camp - 4-H Memorial Camp, 
Monticello, Illinois 
August 11 - August 20 - Illinois State Fair, Springfield, Illinois 
August 23 - August 24 - Illinois Farm and Sports Festival, University of 
Illinois 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh, Jr. 
R. o. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Myna.rd 
G. W. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
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Price List Of Garden Vegetables 
by Joe Vandemark, Associate Professor of Horticulture 
The following list of suggested prices of vegetable was prepared by Joe Van .. 
d~rk, ve~table gardening specialist. The list should be useful to leaders and 
members 1-rho wish to place a standard value on the products from the 4-H Club garden 
project used by the family. These are season average prices. When vegeta.bles are 
sold, members should use prices received. 
Product ~ Pr!ce 
1. Spinach Pound $ .18 
2. Leaf lettuce Pound .10 
3. Green onions Bunch of 8-12 .10 
4. Peas Pound in pod .10 
5. Radishes Bunch .07 1/2 
6. Asparagus Pound bunch .20 
7. Rhubarb Pound .10 
8. Cabbage Pound .03 
9. Cauliflower Head .25 
10. Broccoli Pound .10 
11. Beets Bunch of 6-8 .12 
12. Carrots Pound .10 
13. Green beans Pound .10 
14. SWeet corn Dozen ears .35 
15. Early potatoes Peck .Bo 
16. Tomatoes (wide range) 10 lb. basket .75 
17. Peppers Peck .75 
18. Eggplant Individual fruits .20 
19. Muskmelons Individual fruits .20 
20. Watermelon Pound .02 1/2 
21. Summer squash Pound .05 
22. Sweet potatoes Peck 1.50 
23. Pumpkins Pound .01 
24. Squash Pound .03 
25. Lima beans Peck in pod .06 
26. Dry onions Pound .04 
27. Parsnips Pound .10 
28. Turnips, early Bunch of 6-8 .10 
29. Turnips, late Pound .08 
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June, 1961 
Price List of Feeds!/ 
The prices for many of the feedstuffs 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
below. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Kind of feed 
Corn,Y shelled 
Corn., ground shelled 
Corn, ground ear 
· Oats 
Oats, ground 
Barley, (feed) 
Barley, ground or rolled 
Sorghum grain 
Sorghum grain, cracked 
Garbage and kitchen waste 
Skim a11d buttermilk 
Whole milk, Grade B 
Corn sUage 
Sorghum silage 
Grass silage 
No pre.servati ve added 
Preserved with 70.100 molasses 
Preserved with 150·200 lb. gr. corn 
Cost per bu. , cwt •. 1 
or ton 1n dollu's 
1.03 per bu. 
1.13 tt " 
1.13 " " 
0.59 " " 
o.69 " " 0.96 It II 
1.06 n " 
1.80 per cwt. · 
1.90 " u 
8.50 per ton 
1.50 per cwt. 
3.00 " tt 
12.00 per ton 
ll.OQ II If 
a.oo " " 
10.00 It u 
u.oo " ft 
20.00 tf It 
n tr 
Soybean hay Add $5 • 00 per ton for 
Clover an.d mixed hay} 
Cowp:ea hay 
Alfalfa hay baled hay 
18.00 
18.00 " " 
20.00 " u 
Timothy hay 18.00 1t " 
Corn stover 11.00 " tt Oat straw 16.00 It tr 
Cents/lb. 
1.84 
2.02 
1.61 
1.84 
2.16 
2.00 
2.21 
1.80 
1.90 
1.50 
3.00 
o.6o 
0.55 
0.40 
0.50 
0.55 
1.00 
0.90 
C:L~90 
1.00 
0.90 
0.55 
0.80 
Y Prepared. by W. W. Albert, Department of Animal Science, University of D 1 i no is, 
Urbana, illinois. · 
gj High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of 1¢ for each 1/2!/o moisture 
above 15. 5%. 
Pasture Rates Cents ;per head per day 
Calves and. colts, 6-12 mos. 6~ 
*Cattle and colts, 12-24 mos. 9¢ 
~attle and horses, 24 mos. and older 12¢ 
Lambs u:p to weaning · 1¢ · 
Sheep, year1:i.ngs and mature 2 l/2¢ 
Pigs, 50-100 lbs. 1/4¢ 
'*Cattle full-fed grain on pa.sture,_reduce pasture rates 2/3. 
*Cattle limi ted.-f'ed grain on pasture, reduce pasture rates 1/ 3· 
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Be a Real 4-H'er 
JLJL -- 1 1961 
If you are in 4-H Club and there is work to do, 
Remember! Think of ·others, don't just think of you. Ufl~ff{~n'V ~''= ~~ ~ u·~n~s 
If you're asked to run an errand, don't just sit and stare, 
Get your coat and get your bat, say "I'll go no matter where." 
Now buckle down and do your job and do it very right, 
Be prepa.red to give a talk, you may give one tonight. 
Let your head do clearer thinking for your club and you; 
Give your heart to greater loyalty for club and country, too. 
Let your hands be of service to your club and everyone; 
Be sure you're in the best of health so you can join the fun, 
Use these tips I gave to you, don't let your brain be bared, 
When you are asked to demonstrate, jump up, say ''I'm prepared!" 
The above poem was composed by Chris Dunn, a member of the McClure Top 
Notchers 4-H Club, Pulaski-Alexander County. After attending the first meeting of 
the club, he went home and wrote the poem and dedicated it to his club. 
State 4~H Club Judging Contest Results 
More than 900 4-H members participated 1n the annual judging contest held 
on the University of Illinois campus July 6. This was one of the largest groups to 
judge in many years. Those indiViduals receiving 11A" ratings and meeting eligibil-
ity requirements Will be invited back to an invitational contest later in the year. 
Results are as follows: 
Dairy 
- 390 contestants from 74 counties; 14 counties received "At1 ratings: 
Crawford 
Henry 
LaSalle 
Lee 
McLean 
Macon 
Montgomery 
Moultrie 
Ogle 
Peoria 
Sangamon 
Stark 
Tazewell 
Winnebago 
Twenty-two counties received ~· ratings, and 38 new ratings. A total of 50 indi-
viduals received "A• ratings, 72 11B" ~atings, at1d 268 "en ratings. 
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Livestock - 451 contestants from 85 counties; 20 counties received 8 A" ratings: 
Bureau 
Champaign 
Chicago 
Coles 
DeWitt 
Henry 
Knox· 
Kendall 
LaSalle 
Mason 
Mercer 
Morgan 
Moultrie 
Peoria 
Piatt 
Richland 
Shelby 
Stark 
Tazewell 
Warren 
Twenty-eight counties received tt:B" ratings, and 37 "C" ratings. A total of 56 in-
dividuals received "Att ratings, lo6 "B" ratings, and 289 "C" ratings. 
Poultry - 59 contestants from 15 counties; 4 counties received •A" ratings: 
Shelby 
Henry 
McHenry 
Livingston 
Four counties received ~" ratings, and •c• ratings. A total of 26 individuals re-
ceived "A" ratings, 16 "B" ratings, and 17 uctt ratings. 
Vegetable - 44 contestants from 13 counties; 2 county teams received ttA" ratings: 
Sangamon Will 
Five county teams received "B" ratings, and two uc" ratings, Fifteen individuals 
received "A" ratings, 14 "B• ratings, and 15 ucn ratings, 
Preparing Youth for Tomorrow 
Speaking at the recent convention of the National School Boards Associa-
tion, Congressman Judd of Minnesota outlined five forward steps that the nation's 
public schools must take to help youth prepare for the world they will live in to-
morrow. These five points are significant, also, for informal educational programs 
like 4-H, where the work complements the formal school experience. The five points 
are as follows: 
,,,Students must learn more about other peoples, 
••• They must learn more about other governments • 
••• They must be better educated about this country and its 
system of gpverament, 
••• They must probe more deeply into the basic concepts of 
man, the dignity and importance, of the individual • 
••• And they must learn a dedication and commitment to the 
American ideals of freedom, liberty, and democracy. 
These are the kinds of ideas discussed by the delesates at the recent Na-
tional 4-H Conference, where CITIZENSHIP IN FOUB DIMENSIONS was the theme. 
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Are the Records of Your 4-H Members Complete? 
In a few weeks you will be asking your 4-H members to return their project 
record books for grading. There is a natural tendency for people to put things off, 
and your members may be doing so without your realizing it. To help prevent this, 
you might assign a junior leader in your club the responsibility of checking records 
at each meeting. · 
Records are part of every project, and the project has not been completed 
if the record books are not complete. Record-keeping helps develop responsibility 
in young people, and records are essential if members expect to receive awards or 
recognition for their project work. 
Some boys and girls like to keep records of activities, while others con-
sider it a chore. Whether or not they like it,all of them will be expected to keep 
records as adults. If members develop responsibility during their formative years, 
they will be better prepared to do good jobs as adults. 
DiXon Springs - Site of Southern Illinois 4-H Judging School - Jun~ 
About 125 4-H Club members, leaders, and parents from 10 counties partici-
pated in the 4-H Judging School at the Dixon Springs Experiment Station June 30. 
The 4-H members received instruction in judging techniques in dairy, swine, quarter 
horses, beef, and sheep. Instructors for the school were Curt Taylor, Raymond 
Enyart, George Cmarik, Jack Lewis, and Earl Lutz. Robert Cate of the station served 
as chairman. Another school is being planned for next year. 
Ideas From Counties 
Jasper County has organized a cook-out club for older boys and girls. 
"The Charcoalytes" meet in the evenings to cook meals over charcoal fires. Each 
member will have the opportunijzy' to prepare the different parts of the meal. 
Greene Countl has 132 members participating in the Keeping-Fit Field Day 
program. Good publicity and parent support were responsible for this good attend-
ance. 
Knox County 4-H leaders planned a little different kind of judging event. 
An instruction period for members under 14 years of age was included along with 
eight rings of livestock for the older members. Extra animals were used for the 
instruction period, includingamarket lamb, beef steer, beef heifer, barrow, and 
gilt. Local leaders who had previously been on the University of Illinois judging 
team were the instructors. Junior leaders acted as group leaders, collected cards, 
and handled livestock. 
Coming Events 
July 24 - July 28 - Junior Leadership Conference - Memorial 4-H Camp, 
Monticello, Illinois 
July 31 - August 4 - Wildlife Conservation Camp - 4-H Memorial Camp, 
Monticello, Illinois 
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August 11 - August 20 - Illinois State Fair, Springfield, Illinois 
.. 
August 23 - August 24 - Illinois Farm and Sports Festival, University 
of' Illinois 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh, Jr. 
B. o. Lyon 
F. L, Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
-... r 
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July, 196l 
Price List of Feedslf 
The prices for many ot the feedstuffs 4-B members use in their projects are listed 
below. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home~ All feed actually purchased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Kind of teed 
Corn.,Y shelled 
Corn, ground shelled 
Corn, ground ear 
Oats 
Oats 1 ground 
Barley, (teed) 
Barley, ground or rolled 
Sorghum grain 
. Sorgh\1!1 grain, cracked 
Garbage and kitchen waste 
Skim arid buttermilk 
Whole milk, Grade B 
Corn sUage 
Sorghum sUage 
Grass silage 
No preservative added 
Preserved with 70.100 molasses 
Preserved with 150·200 lb. gr. corn 
Cost per bu., cwt., 
or ton in dollars 
1.01 per bu. 
1.11 .. .. 
1.11 •• tl 
.57 It .. 
.67 It 1t 
.90 .. .. 
l.QQ II It 
1.94 per cwt. 
2.04 tf h 
8.50 per ton 
1.50 per cwt. 
3.00 It It 
12.00 per ton 
11.00 It tJ 
8.00 II tl 
10.00 n lt 
u.oo If n 
19.00 " " 
u tf 
Soybean. hay Add $5.00 per ton for 
Clover and mixed hay} 
Cowpea. hay 
Alfalfa hay baled hay am straw 
18.00 
18.00 " n 
19.00 tt tt 
Timothy hay · 18.00 It tt 
Corn stover 11.00 tt It 
Oat straw 16.00 " n 
Cents/lb. 
1.80 
2.00 
1.59 
1.78 
2.09 
1.88 
2.08 
1.94 
2.04 
1.50 
3.00 
o.6o 
0.55 
0.40 
o.so 
0.55 
,0~95 
0.90 
0.90 
0.95 
0.90 
0.55 
o.Bo 
-· Y Prepared by W. W. Albert, Department of .An17MJ Science, University of DJ inois, 
Urbana. 1 IJ 1 inois.. · gj High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate ot 1t tor each ¥2'/o moisture 
above 15.5~. . 
Pasture Rates Cents per head per day 
Calves and col_ts1 6-~ mos. 6¢ 
'*Ca.tUe and colts, 12-24 mos. · 9; 
-«Cattle and horses, 24 mos. aa1 older 12¢ 
Lambs up to weaning l¢ · 
Sheep, yearlillgs a.tld mature 2 l/2¢ 
Pigs, so-100 lbs. 1/4¢ 
ifCattle :full-ted grain on ~-~e pasture rates 2/3. 
*Cattl.e limited-ted grain on pa~reduce pasture rates l/3. 
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4-H Party Project 
The new nuNOIS 4-H CllJB LEADERS' HANDBOOK for agricultural projects, 
page 191 lists requirements for a new 4-H PARTY project. Because of a change in 
personnel and other conflicts, this project will not be ready for use before 1962. 
An announcement will be made when 1 t is completed. However 1 we have about a year t s 
supply of PARTY-A•K>NTH project manuals for use by 4-H leaders Who wish to have 
their members carry this project. Contact you extension adviser for a supply of 
these booklets. 
state 4--H Club Week 
In late June1 1,293 4 .. H members and leaders attended the D.J.inois state 
4-H Club Week. These delegates represented 92 counties. Those attending had an 
opportunity to participate in general assemblies, project and activity interest 
sessions, and career workshops. 
According to the members, one ot the highlights of the conference was the 
two talks given by Dr. Evelyn Millis Duvall, family relations consultant from Chi• 
cago. Dr. Duvall's topics were GErTING AIDNG WI'm YOURSSm' AND O'l'.HF.ES and. YOU IN 
TODAY 1 S WORID. These talks were followed by discussions and questions from the dele~ 
gates. Dr. Duvall's understanding analysis of teenagers and their concerns was ' 
enthusiastically received. 
Another highlight of the general assembly program was the discussion on 
the in'terworkings of the United Nations given by Mrs. Marcus Goldman, former u. s, 
delegate to the United Nations. 
Considerable interest was shown in the two sessions on public · g.peaking. 
We hope this means that your club is showing increased interest in the 4-H public 
speaking activity. Other sessions covered health, safety, electricity, clothing, 
foods, flower arranging, en-tomology, photography, baby sitting, grooming, and ag-
ricultural demonstrations. Delegates also had an opportunity to visit the univer-
sity farms. 
The delegates explored career opportunities in agriculture, beauty cul-
ture, building trades, business, engineering, home economics, journalism, medicine 
and medical technology 1 nursing, secretarial and clerical, and teaching. 
According to evaluations by members and leaders, the state 4-H Club Week 
program was enthusiastically received. We hope your club delegate had an 1ntorma• 
tive and inspirational trip. 
state Enrollment Reaches New H~ 
The 1961 · Illinois 4-H Club enrollment has reached an all-time high of more 
than 761500 members. This number is more than 31500 over the 196o figure. There 
are about 321500 members enrolled in agricultural projects and 44,000 enrolled in 
home economics projects. Congratulations to you 4.-H leaders who are helping to 
teach more boys and girls and parents the values of 4-H Club work. A more complete 
report will appear in next month's newsletter. 
Check Your Members' Records 
August 3l is the official end of the 196<>-~961 4-H Club year. At this 
time record books will be turned in for consideration for the many honors--medals 1 
certificates, bonds, scholarsnips1 etc.--that are available to 4•H Club members. 
Will your members receive their snare? 
To be sure that they will, it would pay · you to see that the records are 
up to date. If you have questions1 consult your extension adviser. He will wel-
come the opportunity to talk with you about the records before the f'inisb•up meeting 
in your county. 
Encourage members carrying livestock projects to begin their records im• 
mediately for next year. In addition to keeping accurate records on feed1 equip• 
ment, expenses, etc., it is advisable that each member do the following, 
l. Fill in the health section of the permanent record or the HeaJ.th 
Activity Record. ( 4-H 132). The physical examination must be ~ by a doctor 1 but 
it may be done any time during the year and does not have to be specifically for 
4-H. It could be for high school athletics, etc. Records of shots, vaccinations, 
etc., should be kept up to date. 
2. Record evidence ot eJChibiting. This may be done by recordillg the 
rating at the 4-H show or by telling of an inspection or club tour. 
3· In the proper place, record participation in club, county, district, 
and state 4-H activities, as well as the offices held and community service. 
4. As 4-H leader, be sure that you check each record and sign your name 
on the last page. Also be sure that each member has checked the achievement re• 
quirements on the inside of the record cover. These five requirements should be 
the first goal of every 4-H member. It would be advisable to call attention to 
them at your next meeting. 
REMEMBER--the only way a judge can know about these 4-H experiences is to 
read. about them in the record. Will your members receive their share of awards? 
Twenty-Second Annual Junior Leadership Conference 
A total of 348 county delegates attended the Twenty-Second Annual 4-H 
Junior Leadership Conference at 4-H Memorial Camp July 24 to 29. Every county 
except one was represented. A total of 187 girls and 161 boys made up the county 
delegates. 
The principal speaker was Ml.--. Verne V. Varney 1 state 4-H Club staff, Uni• 
varsity of' Wisconsin. At the morning assemblies he talked on ARE YOU A LFADER; 
WHAT MAKES A 4-B 1 er TICK; and YOUR LEADERSHIP IN THE COMMUNITY. 
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Following Mr. Varney's presentations, the delegates had an' opportunity 
to discuss the talks in small discussion groups and work out ways of using the ideas 
in ·their own clubs. 
At the first general assembly, Lieut. Col. w. T. Hooper of the University 
of Illinois RCYro staff told of his ex;periences with the prisoners of war returning 
from Korea. Col. Hooper challenged the delegates to use the lessons learned to be• 
come more re~nsible citizens. 
The conference was operated by ten conmd.ttees1 with each delegate serving 
on a committee. They were guided in their operation by a Continuation Canmi ttee 
elected at the 196o Conference and by the state 4-H staff. One of the highlights 
of the meeting was the election of the 1962 Continuation Committee. Those selected 
were: 
Girls 
Garry Anderson 
starr Bridge 
Pat Clickener 
Cheryl Smith 
Lois stokes 
Alternates 
1. *rtha Sievers 
2. Dee Lipp 
3· Betty Brown 
4. Donna Doran 
5. Marilyn Paddick 
Boys 
Gordon Broom 
John Burroughs 
Bob Henss 
Lynn Liable 
Reggie Syrcle 
Alternates 
1. Allen Leman 
2. Chris McMillan 
3. Gordon Heaton 
4. Todd Gehaba 
5. Don Burkhart 
DuPe.ge 
De !{alb 
Montgomery 
Kendall 
Woodford 
) 
Rock Island · 
Warren 
lee on 
Vermilion 
lawrence 
Bond 
White 
st. Clair 
tershall-Putnam 
Pike 
Woodford 
stark 
Morgan 
!A Salle 
Grundy 
RFD 11 Bartlett 
RFD 11 DeKalb 
Harvel 
RFD 1 1 Oswego 
El Paso 
Box 2861 Coal Valley 
RFD 1, Gerlaw 
3844 Burchard Dr. 1 Decatur 
RFD 11 Potomac (?) 
RFD 41 Sumner 
6o9 Vine Ave., Greenville 
Grayville 
RFD 21 Trenton 
Toluca 
RFD 1 1 Barry 
RFD 1 1 Eureka 
RFD 1 1 Toulon 
RFD 31 Winchester 
Ransom 
RFD 11 Dwight 
If one of the delegates came from your club 1 make use of' him in coming 
meetings. He should have some excellent ideas. 
Opportunities of .4-H Members- Your Responsibility 
This summer 4-H members from almost every county in nlinois are enjoying 
opportunities to participate in sehools, camps, and conferences, and perhaps even 
to travel outside our state. Every member who has such experiences should be an 
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excellent resource person for use in local and county 4-H programs. 'It is not suf-
ficient, or always effective1 merely to ask these people to report. How are you 
going to give them opportunities to help you plan1 lead songs1 teach games1 lead 
discussions, etc. 'l They are able. Are you ready for their help? 
Is Gembling the Goal? 
Every leader with 4-H members canyiDg beef projects should read the 
editorial in the July issue of the 4-H mtS MAGAZINE, page 5. If you do not have 
a copy, ask your extension adviser for his. With the increase in auction sales1 it 
is time we all took stock of what we are attempting to teach our boys and girls. 
An Eight-cent Internatio~l Relationship Program 
(Editor's note: The following article was taken from a letter written 
by Mr. D. B. Fales, Rural Youth Adviser, Intemational Cooperation Administration., 
Manila, Philippines. It would be an excellent source for a people-to-people ac-
tivity exchange.) 
The philosophy and object! vee of 4-H Club worl~ have received favorable 
response in more than 50 countries in the world. Such widespread acceptance offers 
a unique opportunity for building international good will among young people. For 
emmple, picture, if you will, the Philippines with some 115,000 4-H members or• 
ganized into 51000 clubs under the guidance of 141000 public-spirited volunteer 
local leaders. Then ask yourself how much impact such a group, dedicated to useful 
citizenship, can llf\ve on the future democratic way of life in the Philippines. 
The international angle? Wel~, before you can become internationally 
minded, you need to know something about the people in other countries. Travel is 
probably the best method, because seeing is believing. But travel i$ expensive and 
takes a. lot of time. So what is the next best . way to become acquainted with other · 
countries? How about a systematic exchange of letters? Eight cents 1 U. S. postage, 
will send an ordinary one-ounce letter to any country in the world. How else could 
you buy so much mutual understanding for so little? 
A common ground. for such an exchange is that 4-H Club members are es-
sentially the same the world over. The 4-H program has the same target for its 
overall aim--responsible citizenship. In a relatively short span of' years, these 
young people, given the chance, Will become adults dedicated to international peace 
through better understanding. And_. just think, all it takes is an ~ postage stamp 
and a little work. The latter should not deter 4 ... H'ers because work is not a new 
experience for them. 
Sounds simple, doesn't it? It is simple, so much so that one wonders why 
there has not been more ach. action. A language barrier? That would be no barrier 
here in the Philippines, where English is a strong second language, It might pre• 
sent a little problem in some other countries, but not an unsurmountable one. We 
have managed all right with breaking sound barriers 1 space barriers 1 and many other 
difficult barriers. Certainly language barriers should not be too difficult if real 
effort were exerted, and there are interpreters. 
Again, taking the Philippines as an exaD:\ple1 here is how an exchange could 
be ~d: · 
1. Address the first envelope to: 
Mr. Salvador Bolivar 
National 4-H Leader 
Bureau of Agricultural Extension 
Diliman1 Quezon City 
Philippine Islands 
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2. The salutation on the enclosed letter could be addressed as follows: 
To a 4-H Club in the Philippines 
Anywhere in the Philippines 
3. Mr. Bolivar would see to it that the letter was put into the hands 
of an active club interested in e:xchangit;lg ·correspondence. From here 
on, it would be up to the two clubs, through their secretaries, to 
keep the exchange alive. 
What to write about? The possibilities are unlimited. Hl.inly tell about 
your 4-H activities. Such things as fairs, contests, community service, spec:i.al 
events, tours, picnics, projects, achievement progre.ms1 and the like would be of 
interest. Other 1 tems might include size of your club 1 age of club members 1 
leader' s name 1 type of farming in your community 1 school life 1 etc. Your club mem-
bers should have fun writing such a letter. To assure a replY, be sure to give the 
correct name and address of your club. 
You could send snap shots 1 clippings f'rom newspapers and magazines, pro-
gram of work, and other items or exchange small inexpensive gifts. Keep in mind the 
fact that it is a club you are contacting and not an individual. Also it would be 
well to realize from the start that in most Far East countries the young people are 
not in a position to reciprocate in expensive gift exchanges. Their hearts are will-
ing, but requirements for the bare necessities ot life limit their supply of spare 
change. 
Ideas From Counties 
The Effi~am county 4-H Federation planned and carried out a. tour to 
Springfield. The ate representative of their district took them on 8 tour ot 
the Capitol, including the Governor's reception room and office, Secretary of state's 
office 1 and Treasurer r s office. The members also watched the Senate and House in 
action, visited New salem state Park and Lincoln 1 s tomb 1 and toured the conservatiqn 
area on the State Fair Grounds. 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh1 Jr. 
R. o. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
August 1 1961 
Price List of .Feeds!/ 
The priees for ~ of the feedstuffs 4-H members use in their proJects are listed 
below. . This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Kind ot teed 
Cost per bu., ewt., 
or top in dollars Cents/lb. 
Corn,Yshelled 
Corn, ground s~elled 
Corn, ground ear 
Oats 
Oats, ground 
Barley, (feed) 
Barley, ground or rolled 
Sorghum grain 
· Sorgh'llll grain, cracked 
Garbage and kitchen we.ste 
Skim and buttermilk 
Whole mUk1 Grade B 
Corn silage 
Sorghum sUage 
Grass silage 
No preserva~ive added 
Preserved with 70•100 molasses 
Preserved with 150•200 lb. gr • corn 
Cl~. er and mixed hay} Cowpea hay ~ 
Soybean hay Add cp5.00 per ton for 
Alfalfa hay baled hay 
Timothy hay 
Corn stover 
Oat straw 
1.03 per bu. 
1.13 .. • 
1.13 st tl 
.62 • • 
• 72 It • 
~96 It • 
l.o6 " It 
1.95 per cwt. 
2.05 " • 
8~50 per ton 
1.50 per cwt • . 
3.00 It II 
12.00 per ton 
11.00 It II 
a.oo " .. 
10.00 " II 
11.00 " " 
20.00 " " 
18.00 " ft 
18.00 " " 
20.00 tl It 
18.00 Jl n 
ll.OO II II 
16.00 " " 
1.84 
2.02 
1·61 . 
1.94 
2.25 
2.00 
2.21 
1.95 
2.05 
1.50 
3.00 
0.60 
0.55 
o.4o 
0.50 
0.55 
l.OO 
0.90 
0.90 
l.OO 
0.90 
0.55 
o.ao 
Y Prepared by W. W. Albert, Department of AnjmaJ Science, University ot-. D.linois, 
Urbana, Illinois. · 
?} High-moisture corn to be Mseounted at the rate ot 1/. tor each l/21o moisture 
above 15.5'/o. · · ·. 
Pasture Rates Cents per head per da.y 
Calves and colts, 6-12 mos. 6¢ 
*Cattle and colts, 12·24 mos. 9¢ 
-Nea.ttle end horses, 24 mos. and older l2¢ 
Iambs up to weaning· l¢ · 
Sheep, yea.rllngs am. mature 2 1/.2¢ 
Pigs, 5Q-J.OO lb$. . _. J/4¢ 
*Cattle ful.l•fed grain .on pastul"e, reduce pasture ratee 2/3. 
*Cattle 1 1m1ted-f'ed grain .QD ~;-educe pasture rates l/3• 
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4-H Membership Climbs 
A new high in 4-H enrollment was reached this year with 76,584 members. 
This number is an increase of 3,533 over last year's previous high. There are 
44,062 members enrolled in home economics projects and 32,522 members enrolled in 
agricultural projects. 
We are pleased with this increase, but are ever hopeful that every boy or 
girl who would like to be in 4-H may have the advantage of belonging to a 4-H Club. 
Don't overlook the small-town and city boys and girls. 4-H can do as much for them 
as for farm boys and girls; and with the increased number of projects suj.table for 
town and city youngsters, they can more easily be included in club work. Let · s 
remember that failure on the part of a 4-H member one year should not exclude him 
from joining a club another year. Success often comes after many small failures. 
Think back at the many mistakes we adults make1 and then encourage those members 
who failed to complete their projects to enroll again. 
Here are a few suggestions to help you reach your goal: 
1. Make a map of the community showing actual and potential mem-
bers. 
2. Encourage year-round meetings. 
3· Obtain names of potential members from the Superintendent of 
Schools. 
4. Have members talk to potential members in school about 4-H. 
5. Write a letter about 4-H to parents of potential members. 
6. Write a letter to parents at end of year to encourage chil-
dren to enroll in 4-H again. 
7. Seek help from community clubs or other community organiza-
tions. 
8. Give recognition to younger members, especially first-year 
members. 
9· Encourage members to set club membership goal. 
lO. Give leadership responsibilities to older 4-H members. 
11. Recognize parents. 
12. Acquaint your community with 4-H through talks by members 
before service groups, etc. 
13. Encourage a 4-H Club membership campaign. 
14. Encourage organization of a parent committee. 
15. Encourage enrollment at ten years of age. 
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The Local 4-H Club Achievement Meeti;g 
Among the requirements a club must meet to become an achievement club is 
to hold an achievement meeting. Too many clubs go through the form of distributing 
awards and recognizing members without realizing the opportunities such a meeting 
presents. 
Surely the first opportunity is that of recognizing work '\-Tell done. This 
should be more than merely telling about those who won prizes at the fairs. Mem-
bers' accomplishments in every project and activity should be reviewed. There are 
many, such as Share-the-Fun, camping, keeping fit 1 public speaking, and demonstra-
tions. Perhaps the member who didn't win at the county show, but who made a real 
effort with his project, deserves special mention. 
~1other opportunity is to pay tribute to parents and their contributions 
to the club. Parents who allow their sons and da:ughters to do their own work and 
to assume responsibility, even though the youngsters don't always win the blue 
ribbon, should have a special word of appreciation. 
Surely a great opportunity is to tell the story of the club to the whole 
community. Be sure the meeting is well publicized and that teachers, friends, and 
others know they are invited to attend. 
A local achievement meeting gives every club a challenge also. This 
should be the time to review what has happened and to seek suggestions for an im-
proved program for another year. Every member should be encouraged to continue 
through the new year. 
Basically the purposes of an achievement meeting might be to recognize, 
review, and move forward into the new year. Here are some ideas for making your 
achievement meeting more interesting: 
- Invite parents, friends of 4-H, and teachers. 
- Plan a pre-meeting activity to help get acquainted. 
- Include a summary of the club's activities 1 such as special 
events, tours, and Share-the-Fun. 
- Have 4-H entertainment - musical numbers and Share-the-Fun. 
- Include reports by club members who have attended camp or 
participated in State 4-H Week, a state demonstration contest, 
or similar events. 
- Include a demonstration given at some previous meeting. 
- Give recognition to parents. 
- Thank others in the community who have helped with the club. 
- Recognize all members who have received awards of any kind. 
- Tell of plans for the coming year. 
- Install any new 4-H Club members. 
- Conclude with recreation in which all present may participate. 
Career Exploration 
Local 4-H leaders who are looking for activities to meet the needs of 
older 4-H members should consider an activity in career exploration. A new publi-
cation has been provided on this subject. If you are interested, ask your county 
extension adviser about it. 
I 
We know that a booklet alone will not solve this personal problem for any 
boy or girl. However, some discussion in a club meeting, some activity on the 
county level, and some earnest searching by the member himself should go a long way 
in stimulating interest in the subject of careers. Your club activity might even 
stimulate the boys and girls to m&te more use of their school counseling facilities. 
Most studies show that young people lean heavily on their parents in mak-
ing career decisions. This is a tip to include parents in &1Y club or county ca-
reer e~q>loration activity. 
Invitational Judging Contests 
Two 4-H invitational judging contests were held at the Illinois State 
Fair last month. Forty-eight members who were eligible to compete took part in the 
livestock judging. The top 13 individuals will receive additional training from 
Don Walker, University of Illinois livestock extension specialist, before the selec-
tion is narrowed down to the four members who will make up the team. Those receiv-
ing more training include B. Engnell and R. Demay, Henry County; H. Heck and J. 
Hofer, Mercer County; G. Carroll and c. Catton, Peoria County; R. McCaskill, Brown 
County; G. Anderson, LaSalle County; G. Carlson, Knox County; F. Perry, Piatt 
County; J. LaKam:p, Morgan County; R. Urish, Mason County; and c. Rayburn, Champaign 
County. The four members selected for the team will compete in 4-H judging con-
tests at the .American Royal Livestock Show, Kansas City, and the International Live-
stock and Dairy Exposition, Chicago. 
Thirty.six members were invited to take part in the Dairy Invitational 
Contest, with the top four to make up the 1961 Illinois 4-H dairy judging team. 
The high four were Ronald Boldt, Seneca; Larry Mohr, Normal; Don Freese, Sullivan; 
and Dale Schultz, Peoria. These four boys will receive more training from J. G. 
Cash, University of Illinois dairy extension specialist and will compete in the 
National 4-H Dairy Judging Contest at Waterloo, Iowa. 
To be eligible for the invitational contest, members must have been 14 
years of age by January 1; must have a beef, swine, sheep, or horse project for 
livestock judging and a dairy project for dairy judging; and must not have been 
enrolled in college or in a short course. 
Congratulations to these members and good luck in the coming contestsl 
State Fair Activities 
New highs in participation were reached this year for public speaking and 
agricultural demonstrations. One hundred fifty-five boys and girls from 90 counties 
participated in the Public Speaking Contest. Members from 78 counties gave 128 
demonstrations. 
The Tractor Operators' Contest was won by Terry Warren, Moultrie County. 
Terry outscored 68 other contestants. 
Ray Perisho of Peoria County was named the top sheep shearer. 
Ideas From Counties 
The New Lenox Bronc Busters 4-H Club of Will County had a tr~il ride dur-
ing July. Included were a cookout and an overnight campout. The group covered 150 
miles of South Cook County's scenic forest preserve trails • 
. ·, .. ,_- 'l:O-'.~·-·-· 
... 
The Green Garden Go-Getters of Will County were invited by owners of a 
turkey farm to view this operation. The ~-H Club also held their monthly meeting 
at the farm. The host and hostess explained the operation of the farm, and after 
the meeting they treated the 4-H members, leaders, and parents to a turkey feast. 
The next night this couple provided the same program and a turkey feast to another 
local 4-H Club, the Jackson Champions. This resulted from good program planning 
by these two clubs. Special programs can add new interest to your club meetings. 
FOUND: One pair of reading glasses dUl·ing Wildlife Conservation Camp. Contact 
the state 4-H Club office, 414 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh, Jr. 
R. 0. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
... . .. 
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September, 1961 
Price List of Feeds1f 
~ priees for many of the feedstuff's 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
below. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their teed at home. All fe~ actually purehased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Kind of f 'eed 
Corn)/ shelled 
Corn, · ·groumd shelled 
Corn, ground ear 
Oa~s 
Cost per bu., ewt., 
or ton in dollars 
l.Ol per bu. 
1.11 .. tl 
1.11 n tt 
.57 • • 
.67 It • 
Cents/lb. 
1.80 
2.00 
1.59 
1.78 
Oats, ground 
Barley, (teed) 
»arley 1 ground or rolled 
Sorghum grain 
Sorghum grain, cracked 
Garbage and kitchen waste 
Skim and. buttermilk 
Whole mUk, Grade B 
Corn silage 
Sorghum sUage 
Grass silage 
No preservative added 
Preserved with 70.100 molasses 
Preserved with 150.200 lb. gr. corn 
Clover and. mixed hay} 
Cowpea hay Add -<!!5. 00 per ton for Soybean hay o/ 
Alfalfa hay baled hay 
Timothy hay 
Corn stover 
oat straw 
"96 tt II 
l.o6 II It 
1.97 per cwt. 
2.07 It tl 
8.50 per ton 
1.50 per cwt. 
3.00 ft II 
12.00 per ton 
11.00 tt ., 
8.00 " ft 
10.00 " " ll.OO " " 
19.00 " " l.B.oo If 
" 18.00 tt " 
19.00 n n 
18.00 " " ll.OO tl " 
16.00 tl " 
.67 
2.00 
2.20 
1.97 
2.07 
1.50 
3.00 
.6o 
.55 
.l~o 
.50 
.55 
·95 
·90 
·90 
·95 
·90 
·55 
.So 
y Prepared by W. W. Albert, Department of Animal Science, University of W.inais, 
Urbana, Illinois. · 
gj !Ugb-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of 11 for each l/2i moisture 
above 15. 5'/a. · · · . 
Pasture Rates 
I 
Cents per pead per day 
Calves ant colts, 6-12. mos. 6¢ 
ifCattl.e· a.tX1 colts, 12•24 mos. 9¢ 
"Cattle end horses, 24 mos. and alder 12¢ 
Lambs up to wea.nirlg l¢ · 
Sheep, yearlings atld mature 2 l/2¢ 
Pigs, · 50-~00 lbs. i/4¢ 
ifCattle full-ted grain .on pasture, reduce pasture ratee 2/3. 
*Cattl.e._lllni:ted-ted grain ~.on ~:educe. pasture·· rates ~3 ... 
, ~ - _, .. 
Extension Service 
United States Department of Agriculture 
University of Illino±·s 
Urbana, Illinois 
Official Business 
9/15/61--3376 
Penalty For Private Use To Avoid 
Payment Of Postage, $300 · 
3o~. r 3/vs-
\I... 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
United States Department of Agriculture 
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4-H Letter for Local Leaders from State 4-H Staff 
October 27, 1961 lltUVERSfiY Of IlliNOIS 
Records + New Ideas = Profits and EnJoyment NOV 22 19o1 
What Is a Record? 
1. It is a statement of what has been done. 
2. It provides the means for measuring results or progress. 
3. It is a reflection of the personal development of the members. 
What Is Included? 
A complete 4-H Club record includes a total report of the member's work: 
1. Project report. 
2. Club activities. 
3. School, church, and community activities. 
What Can the Member Gain From Keeping Records? 
1. Good records provide an opportunity for members to evaluate 
what they are doing. 
2. Records provide a basis for study to determine future actions 
and decisions. 
3. They develop sound business practices and training. 
4. They preserve pleasant memories and personal satisfactions of 
club activities. 
5. The story gives the members an opportunity for self-expression. 
6. Outstanding records mean an opportunity to be considered for 
awards and recognitions. 
Why Are Records Important? 
Members of 4-H Clubs are not the only people who fret about the job of 
keeping records. The businessman or farmer who fails to keep records finds out why 
they are important when income tax time comes along. The housewife finds out why 
it is important to keep the checkbook up to date when the bank sends her a notice of 
an overdraft. These are adult problems. Must we bother 4-H Club members with such 
details? 
The most important reason for 4-H records from the point of view of edu-
cators is that record-keeping contributes to the development of habits of responsi-
bility in young people. It might seem that the act of completing a project would 
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carry out this job of developing responsibility. Records, however, are part of 
every project, and the project has not been completed if the records are not com-
plete. 
Records are necessary for a fair distribution of awards. All youth organi-
zations use awards to encourage members to do good jobs. When awards are limited in 
number, there must be some written evidence on which to base a selection. 
Some boys and girls like to keep records of events and activities. Most 
girls seem to do a better job of keeping records than most boys do. But whether or 
not they like to keep records, all will be expected to keep records as adults. If 
boys and girls develop habits of responsibility when they are young, they will be 
better prepared to do good jobs as businessmen, farmers, or 'homemakers. 
Are Your Members Officially Enrolled in 4-H? 
Some of your members may be attending club meetings, but are not officially 
enrolled. A member must send an enrollment card to the county extension office be-
fore he is officially enrolled. This card will also enable the county office to put 
him on the mailing list to receive meeting notices, newsletters, and other items of 
interest. 
The member should send in his enrollment card before the latest starting 
date for the project or projects of his choice. The 4-H Member's Handbook lists 
all of the projects and the latest starting date for each. These handbooks are avail-
able for each member. 
Some starting dates that are coming up soon are: 
Yearling Dairy Heifer 
Dog Care 
Tree Planting 
Beginning Beef Feeding 
Beef Heifer 
Beef Production 
PropagatiOn and Care of Plants, 
Attractive Lawn, Landscape Design 
and Planting 
Yearling Filly, Two-Year-Old Mare, 
Horse Production 
Lamb Feeding, Sheep Production 
Swine Production 
Soil Conservation and Management 
Illinois 4-H Members Win National Safety Congress Trips 
January 1 
March 1 
January 1 
January 1 
January 1 
January l 
March 1 
January 1 
January 1 
March 1 
March 1 
Ten Illinois 4-H members attended National Safety Congress October 16 to 
20 because sof their outstanding work in 4-H safety activities. MOre than 250 dele-
gates representing many groups attended the sessions. 
The Illinois winners are sponsored by the Country Mutual Insurance Company. 
Winners frcm Illinois are Darleen Wennlund, LaFox; Lowell Wishop, R. 3, Rockford; 
Diana Sperry, R. 2, Macomb; James Conway. R. 1, Berwick; Carolyn Coffey, Odell; 
Marjorie Pruitt, R. 1, Raymond; Gordon Broom, 609 E. Vine Street Greenville· Joyce 
Walter, Metropolis; Donnie Beal, R. 2, Mt. Vernon; and Charles B~es, R. 1, D~ville. 
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4-H Livestock Judging Team Places Second at Kansas City 
Illinois' 4-H livestock Judging team repeated their 1960 performance by 
placing second at the American Royal Livestock Show at Kansas City. Oklahoma ranked 
first. 
The Illinois team topped all other teamsinjudging beef cattle and hogs. 
Lower scores on sheep pulled the team rank down to the second-place spot. 
Charles Rayburn, Bondville, surpassed all other judges in the contest. He 
was high individual in the contest, placing first in cattle and second in hogs. 
Illinois 4-H members who made the trip to Kansas City were Rayburn; Gerald 
Anderson, Leland; Gerald Carroll, Brimfield; Harold Heck, Aledo; and Ronnie McCaskill, 
Timewell. 
This same squad will make the trip to the International Livestock Exposi-
tion in Chicago and judge in the National 4-H Judging Contest on November 24. 
4-H Dairy Team Places Seventh at National Dairy Cattle Congress 
The Illinois 4-H dairy team placed seventh in the National 4-H Dairy Cattle 
Judging Contest in Waterloo, Iowa, October 2. 
The four boys on the state team were Ronald Boldt, 19, Seneca; Larry Mohr, 
17, Normal; Dale Schultz, 19, Peoria; and Don Freese, 19, Sullivan. They were the 
survivors of an original group of more than 2,000 Illinois 4-H'ers who worked to 
make this year's state judging team. 
The Illinois team placed second in Holsteins and sixth in the Guernsey 
class. The Maryland team won first. 
In individual competition, Boldt was fourth and Freese sixth in the 
Holstein class. Boldt was siXth in the Guernsey class, while Schultz placed sixth 
in Brown SWiss. 
After Thanksgiving, the team will compete in the International Livestock 
Exposition in Chicago. J. G. Cash, University of Illinois extension dairyman, is 
coach of the team. 
4-R Poultry Judging Team Named 
Four Illinois 4-H members will represent the state at the Interstate In-
vitational 4-H Poultry Judging Contest November 25 in Chicago. 
This event is held during the week of the International Livestock Exposi-
tion. 
The four, winners of the final poultry elimination contest held at the 
University of Illinois, are Jim Fulkerson, Route 1, Manville; Don Collom, Ridge 
Farm; Glen Osborn, Hartsburg; and Arlyn McCormick, Shelbyville. First alternate is 
Leslie Beall, Route 2, Streator, and second alternate is Virginia Bohlen, Route 2, 
Moweaqua. Sam F. Ridlen, U. of I. extension poultryman, is the team coach. 
The contest tests 4-H'er~ skills in judging live birds and dressed fryers 
and turkeys; candling eggs and grading broken-out eggs; and presenting oral reasons 
in production classes. 
-. ~~- .. _- ~- ..... ·.: 
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Last year the Illinois team took second place at the Interstate Invita-
tional 4-H Poultry Judging Contest, 
Farm-City Week. November 17·23, 1961 
Farm-City Week is an occasion that is tailor-made for 4-H Clubs that want 
to do something as a community service. It presents the opportunity to bring about 
a better understanding of our American way of life and an appreciation of the inter-
dependence of urban and rural communities. We use the word citizenship rather 
loosely in our conversations. It is one of those things that we respect but do 
nothing about. Here is an opportunity to instill a little citizenship into your 
club members by action rather than words. 
This activity will take work and planning for you and your members, but 
it will be worth while and rewarding. It could involve year~round participation, 
with the climax coming during Farm-City Week. Below are some suggestions of things 
your club might do: 
- Arrange farm or city tours for youth attending summer camps and 
conferences. 
- Prepare a "Children's Barnyard" exhibit of farm animals at fairs 
or in a roped-off section of a city street. 
- Prepare window displays interpreting the activities of farm and 
city people. 
- Arrange for rural and city school classes to exchange correspond-
ence, including scrapbooks, photos, etc., to show how boys and 
girls live. 
- Plan for an exchange of home visits between rural and city boys 
and girls. 
- Show appropriate agricultural movies in city school assemblies 
and to other urban groups; show movies interpreting urban life 
to rural school assemblies and other rural groups. A list of 
suggested urban and rural movies is available from Farm Film 
Foundation, Inc., 1425 H Street, N.W., Washington 5, D.C. 
- Develop speakers' bureaus to arrange for presentations by rural 
young people for urban and rural audiences. 
- Share in church programs and activities aimed at understanding 
rural-urban relationships. 
- Suggest that churches and synagogues include youth in Rural Life 
Sunday and Sabbath progr.ams. 
- Arrange radio and TV programs for joint participation by rural 
and urban young people. 
- Take responsibility for getting Farm-City Week booths and exhibits 
at youth exhibitions, rallies, fairs, home shows, and other special 
occasions. 
- Promote rural-urban relations at sports events. 
- Arrange producer-consumer tours for farm and city boys and girls. 
- Provide instructional tours for city boys and girls, and vice 
versa. 
- Sponsor a community-wide "clean-up, fiX-up" program, with a 
'vorking together" theme. 
- Present programs shoWing how businessmen support rural and urban 
youth programs and activities. 
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The October issue of ••National 4-H News, tt pages 22 and 23, g1 ves several 
examples of what various clubs have done to observe Farm-City Week. 
Report of American Library Association Pre-Conference Institute. Russell w. Smith, 
Ohio, 4-H Representative at the Conference. 
Public libraries throughout the country are interested in working more 
closely with all groups and organizations in rural areas. T.hey are especial~ con-
cerned with expanding their services to youth groups, including 4-H Clubs. This was 
eVidenced by the participation of over 250 librarians in the American Library Asso-
ciation Pre-Conference Institute in Cleveland, Ohio. The pro~, built around 
"The Adult in the Child's World," emphasized a need for increased understanding and 
the development of new skills in working with young people. 
Representatives from Scouting, Campfire Girls, YMCA, YWCA, 4-H Clubs, 
Service Clubs, Juvenile Court, PTA, League of Women Voters, and others had an op-
portunity to explain their programs to the librarians. Panel discussions made it 
~ossible to review the objectives, philosophy, organizational structure, and operat-
ing methods of each group. The library association considered this contact to be 
most valuable in setting the stage for closer working relationships. 
Although the American Library Association is a private orsanization with 
open membership, it works closely with state library agencies in establishing, main-
taining, and improving the many library services. In the next few years the asso-
ciation plans a concerted effort for the enrichment of rural libraries. The re-
cently passed Library Service Act will make it possible for the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare to extend and further develop rural libraries. The new law 
provides some funds as outright grants to states and counties and other appropriations 
to be made available on a 11match1ng" basis. Regional and state library agencies will 
be responsible tor recruiting additional personnel, including children's librarians. 
The expansion of services has many implications for 4-H and other exten-
sion programs. One of the challenges facing the extension worker and leader is to 
become personally acquainted with librarians. Such a contact will provide an op-
portunity to became more familiar with the available resources and programs. This 
contact Will also help librarians become aware of the purposes, programs, and needs 
of 4-H Club leaders ar~ members. As we increase enrollment of 4-H members in non-
farm and suburban areas, there is an accompanying demand for new projects. Many 
states are not prepared to meet these d.emands, and supplemental sources of informa-
tion, available in most libraries, are most important. As 4-H members explore new 
areas and develop curiosity, especially in advanced proJects, the library stands 
ready to assist. 
Coming Events 
December 9 - Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders' Sale 
Urbana, Illinois - University of Illinois Stock Pavilion 
Sincerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh, Jr. 
R. 0. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
<># ' ' 
October, 1961 
Price List of FeedJl 
·The prices for many of the feedstuff's 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
below. This liet is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchased should o:f' .course be recorded at 
prices 1'8id. 
Kind of Feed ,_ 
CornY shelled. • • • • • • • ., • • • • • • • • 
Corn, ground shelled. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Corn, ground ear corn • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
oats.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Oats, ground. •••••••••••••••••• 
'Barl-ey (feed) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
:Barley, ground or rolled. • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sorghum grain • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sorghum grain, cracked. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Garbage and kitchen waste • • • • • • • • • • • 
Skim and. buttermilk • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • 
Whole milk, Grade B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Corn silage • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sorghum silage.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Grass silage 
Uo preservative added • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Preserved with 70-100 lb. molasses •••••• 
Pre served with 150-200 lb. ground corn. • • • 
Clover and mixed ~;ay~ • • • • • •. • • • • • • • 
Cowpea hay • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Soybean hay . Add $5.00 per tou for • .• 
Alfalfa ha.y ) ba~ed hay • • • • • • • • 
Timothy hay ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Corn stover • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • 
oat .straw • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cost per bu., cwt., 
or ton in dollars 
$ .98 
1.08 
1.08 
.57 
.67 
1.02 
1.12 
1.82 
1.92 
8.50 
1.50 
3.00 
12.00 
11.00 
8.00 
11.00 
13.00 
20.00 
18.00 
18.00 
20.00 
18.00 
11.00 
18.00 
per bu. 
" " 
" 
n 
It 
" u 
" 
n 
tt 
tt 
'' 
tf 
" 
cwt. 
u 
ton 
cwt. 
n 
per ton 
" " 
,, ll 
11 ft 
t1 11 
u n 
tt t1 
u If 
" " 
" !t 
II II 
" tt 
Cerrb's/lb. 
1.75 
1.93 
1.50 
1.78 
2.09 
1.76 
1.93 
1.82 
l..92 
1.50 
3.00 
o.6o 
0.55 
o.4o 
0.55 
0.65 
l.OO 
0.90 
. 0.90 
1.00 
0.90 
0.55 
0.90 
'fJ Prepared by lrl. W. Albert, Department of Animal Science, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinoi.s. . ?J High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of l'i :for each 1/2'/o moisture 
above 15. 5cfo. 
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DEC 5 1961 
4-H IS n:!PORTANT! 
usnMt'l 
Now, as we begin a new 4-H year, would be a good time to thilik about the 
importance of this program we call 4-H Club work. As a cooperative project sponsored 
by the United States Department of Agriculture, the state universities in all 50 
states, and thousands of counties within these states, the 4-H :program brings to 
the youth of our country unlimited resources. 
At the University of Illinois, for example, all departments of the College 
of Agriculture constantly strive to interest young people in as many ideas as they 
can absorb. The extension specialists often bring to the 4-H staff ideas out of 
which projects and activities are born. The University specialists know that young 
people will often try new things that it is difficult for adults to accept. 
Local 4-H Club leaders are often pioneers in accepting new ideas. The 
staff of 350 farm and home advisers and assistants make few contacts for the Univer-
sity compared with the contacts made by the 8,000 4-R leaders and 7,000 junior 
leaders. The young people of our state benefit by having this large group of leaders 
and junior leaders extend the influence and ideas of the farm and home advj~ers and 
University specialists. This wonderful idea of an out-of-school educational program, 
carried out through family participation and spiced with fun and fellowship~ has 
been copied by more than 50 nations throughout the world. 
In addition to leaders and extension advisers there are hundreds of donors 
and sponsors, friends of 4-H, who give of their time and talents generously to sup-
port the 4-H program. Thanks to you leaders, sponsors, and advisers, our Illinois 
4-H program will continue to grow. 
Local Leaders r District Meetings - January 11 to February 7 
Theme for the 1962 local leaders' district meetings and recognition lunch-
eons will be u4-H Camping." The committee is working hard on a program that will be 
ot interest to all leaders--men and women. Tentative plens call for a brief review 
of 4-H camping over the past 13 years, the role of counselors, how you fit into the 
camping picture, and dramatization of counseling situations. Camping is a very im-
portant activity not only from the standpoint of the good that 4-H'ers receive, but 
also from the standpoint of the terrific investment that county people have :put into 
··' 
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our five district camps {over $7501 000). Make plans now to attend one of these 
district meetings to learn how you can help the camping program. The towns and dates 
are listed below. More detailed infol"mation will be included next month. 
Rantoul - January 11 Peoria - January 23 
Streator - January 12 Rockford - January 24 
Olney - January 17 Galesburg - January 24 
Vienna - January 17 Hinsdale - January 25 
Vandalia - January 18 Carthage - January 25 
Pinckneyville - January 18 
Edwardsville - January 19 
McLeansboro - January 19 
Morrison - January 23 
Kankakee - January 26 
Jacksonville - January 26 
Lincoln - February 6 
Mattoon - February 7 
~at Parents Can Do 
Many times we criticize parents for not cooperating with their youngsters 
in 4-H Club work. No doubt this is a fair complaint in many cases, but it may be 
possible that some parents have not learned how to help their sons and daughters get 
the most out of 4-~-or anything else they do. Below is a list that should be useful 
in showing parents how they can help their 4-H boys and girls. Probably one of your 
best opportunities will be when you talk to parents of prospective members or when 
you have parents' night. 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5· 
6. 
1· 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Let your boys and girls know that you are interested in their 
4-H work. 
Be a good listener to their ideas before you give them your 
suggestions or advice. Then let them do their own work. 
Discuss with them the selection of their projects. Help them 
get their calf', pig, dress material, or whatever is needed. 
Encourage them to carry out the work on their project. 
Encourage them to take part in club and county 4-H activities, 
such as regular meetings, fairs, exhibits, rallies, socials, 
and achievement programs. 
Help them with their 4-H exhibits. 
Encourage them to complete their 4-H records and reports. 
See that they have transportation to club meetings and county 
activities. 
Attend all special 4-H meetings held for parents and some county 
4-H activities. 
Invite the club to meet in your home1 either for a regular meeting (if it is a community 4-H Club) or for one of the recreational 
meetings. 
Get better acquainted with the adult 4-H leaders, and see if there 
is anything else you can do for your boys and girls or for the 
club as ' a whole. 
Never forget that the real objective of club work is to develop 
your sons and daughters into finer citizens. It is not neces-
sarily raising the best calf or winning first prize in the dress 
revue that counts most. It is not who can win the most honors at 
the fair. Such successful experiences may be good--but they might 
also b,e bad if they had the wrong effect on the attitude or char-
acter of your boy or girl. 
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Christmas Sharing 
In the November issue of the National 4-H News magazine, two pages were 
devoted to ideas for Christmas service to others. Oftentimes we forget the true 
meaning and significance of this joyous season of the yeal1 • Jesus said, "It is more 
blessed to give than to receive." Do your members know the feeling of joy that comes 
from giving to others--not necessarily material things, but giving of themselves? 
It has been said that Christmas was made for children. Perhaps in a sense 
this is true--at least the children look forward to receiving gifts. This brings us 
to the point of this article. Are 25~ to $1.00 gitt exchanges really beneficial? 
Members usually receive toys or games that they don't want or that are broken in a 
matter of minutes. If these amounts were pooled, think of the joy it would bring 
to some needy family or orphans' home or some other worthy cause. This lesson in 
sharing with others can mean a great deal to our 4-H members,. 
Here are a few suggestions for sharing Christmas joy. You can add others: 
1. Caroling for shut-ins, perhaps leaving a basket of fruit or 
cookies. 
2. Preparing toys or making stuffed animals for needy children. 
3. Making tray favors for nursing homes, hospitals, etc. 
4. Food baskets. 
5. Christmas party for orphans 1 home or underprivileged children. 
6. An outdoor nativity scene made by club members. 
1· Helping other community organizations with Christmas projects. 
8. Christmas program for nursing home or hospital. 
9• Big brother or sister to orphan youngster {take child shopping, 
etc.) 
10. Inviting foreign students to spend Christmas Day in member's 
home. 
Continuous 4-H Club Program 
A continuous program is important in achieving the goals your club has 
set. The most active and successful 4-H Clubs in the county are those that plan 
year-round programs. 
Why give your members a chance to drop out by ho~ding only six meetings a 
year? Why not help them keep continuous records through year-round activities? Why 
not contact school and church officials to work out a specific date each month when 
your c1Ub can meet and carry out their program without conflicts with other groups. 
The new Illinois 4-H Club Leader's Handbook for Agricultural Projects, 
-BP-33, is an excellent guide in selecting projects that might be carried during the 
winter months. 
For a good club program with lots of parent and community support1 keep 
the program going 12 months a year. 
The Ten Commandments for Teenagers 
1. Stop and think before you drink. 
2. Don't let your parents down; they brought you up. 
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3. Be humble enough to obey. You will be giving orders yourself 
some day. 
4. At the first moment, turn away from unclean thinking--at the 
first moment. 
5. Don't show off driving. If you want to race, go to Indianapolis. 
,6. Choose a date who wouJ.d be a good mate. 
7• Go to church faithfully. The Creator gives you the week, give 
Him back an hour. 
8. Choose your companions carefully. You are what they are. 
9. Avoid following the crowd. Be an engine--not a caboose. 
10. Or even better--keep the original Ten Commandments. 
Vegetable Judging Team Selected 
On November 11, eight vegetable judging contestants returned for the final 
judging contest to select a team of three members. Linda Rueff, Shelby County; 
ElaineYunker, Cook County; and Agnes Novy, Will County, scored highest and will rep,.,. 
resent Illinois at the 27th annual vegetable judgin~grading,and identification 
contest held as part of the National Junior Vegetable Growers' Association Conven-
tion. The convention this year is being held in Detroit, Michigan, December 3-7· 
H. J. Wetzel, 4-H Club specialist, and Dr. Joseph Vandemark, vegetable crops spe-
cialist, University of Illinois, were in charge of the contest held at the University 
of Illinois, Urbana. 
Nineteen Delegates Attend Ninth Annual 4-H Club Electricity Award Trip 
· Ten girls and nine boys from all parts of Illinois assembled in the 
Hamil ton Hotel in Chicago on November 7 for the start of the ninth annual 4-H Club 
award trip sponsored by the Illinois Farm Electrification Council. The delegates 
were selected on the basis of outstanding records in electricity projects and ac-
tivities as well as an excellent general 4-H record. 
Highlights of the award trip included visits to the Chicago Lighing Insti-
tute, O'Hare Airport, the Museum of Science and Industry, a television station, the 
Board of Trade, and the First National Bank. In addition they were entertained by 
the Illinois Agricultural Association at the Kungsholm restaurant, where they saw 
the famous puppet opera. They also saw the musical show, "My Fair Lady." The high-
light of the trip was the annual banquet sponsored by the Council. 
State Fair Premium Checks 
The State Fair office is holding two checks that county advisers have re-
turned, since they do not belong in their county: 
Linda Miller, 12th place, yellow onions, 50¢ check, address unknown. 
Bobbie Ann Hagney, 7th place, Angus heifer, $5.00 check, address listed 
as Greenville but not claimed there. 
Will anyone who knows these people please send their correct addresses to 
the State 4-H Of'f1c-e1 414 Mumford Hall, Urbana. 
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Comi:e.s ·Events 
December 8 - Illinois Sheep Day - Stock Pavilion, U. of I. campus, 
Urbana - 9:00 a.m. 
December 9- Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders' Sale, Stock Pav:Uion, 
U. of I. campus, Urbana. 
January ll- February 7 - District Local Leaders• Meetings - contact 
your extension adviser. 
Sicerely yours, 
G. L. Daigh, Jr. 
R. o. Lyon 
F. L. Haegele 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Extension Specialists 
Agricultural 4-H Club Work 
... ._ 
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November 24, 1961 
Price List of Fee~ 
The prices for many of the feedstuffs 4-H members use in their projects are listed 
bel.ow. This list is meant to be used as the basis of values by all boys obtaining 
their feed at home. All feed actually purchased should of course be recorded at 
prices paid. 
Kind of Feed 
Co~ shelled ••••••••••• ., •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Corn, ground shelled •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Corn, ground ear•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Oats •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Oats1 ground .................................... . 
:Barley (feed) ............. ,. • •••••••••••• .•••••••• 
Barley1 ground or rolled •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sorghuxn grain ........................... . ....... . 
Sorghum grain, cracked .......................... . 
Garbage and kitchen waste ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Skim and butttermilk ........................... . 
Whole milk, Grade B ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Corn silage •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sorghum silage •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Grass silage 
No preservative added ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Preserved with 70-100 lb. molasses •••••••• , ••• 
Preserved with 150-200 lb. ground corn •••••••• 
Clover and mixed hay) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cowpea hay ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Soybean hay ) Add $5.00 per ton •••••••• 
Alfalfa hay ) for baled haY••••••••••••• 
Timothy hay ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Corn stover ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Oat straw •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
Cost per bu., cwt., Cents 
or ton in dollars :r2er lb. 
$ 
·99 per bu. 1.77 
1.09 u It 1.95 
1.09 tJ n 1.51 
-57 n ft 1.78 
.67 1t tf 2.09 
1.09 tt Jl 2.27 
l.l2 tt n 2.33 
1.87 It cwt. 1.87 
1 .. 97 tr n 1.97 
8.50 rt ton 
1.50 tl cwt. 1.50 
3.00 II tt 3.00 
12.00 per ton o.6o 
11.00 " fl 0.55 
8.00 It ft o.4o 
11.00 II ff 0.55 
13.00 u n 0.65 
20.00 
" 
u 1.00 
18.00 " u 0.90 
18.00 · II n 0.90 
20.00 " tt 1.00 
18.00 tt It 0.90 
11.00 tt n 0.55 
18.00 tf tt 0.90 
Prepared by w. W. Albert, Department -o'f Animal Science, University of Illinois, 
UrbanaJ IlJ.inois. 
High-moisture corn to be discounted at the rate of 1¢ for each 1/2% moisture 
above 15.51o. 
" .. · I •I.' :!:": ~ .... • ,._· 
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From the ten of us to all of you--
BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASCN, 
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR, AND YOUR 
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN 4-H CLUB WORK. 
_/~,(.~ · ~$.~ 
~ '/ P7(f· ~1!~ 
~&~ ~rt~ 
v 
Chri~s Mes~e From 4-H Staff 
At Christmastime we usually take the opportunity to express good will 
and good wishes to our friends and neighbors l-Ihom we may have neglected in the past 
year. It's good that we have a. holiday devoted to such expressions; otherwise, 
we might never get around to doing the things we often think about but don't d.o 
during the rest of the year. 
We've had a good year in 4-H work in Illinois. You local 4-H leaders 
have cooperated in our efforts to adjust 4-H work to make it more adaptable to the 
variable needs of more young people. You have overlooked our mistakes and helped 
us find a better l-7ay tl For this we are thankful1 and we take this opportunity to 
say so. We know that you in turn are thankful to the parents who have supported 
your efforts to provide a better club program~ Won't you join us in expressing to 
4-H parents, county advisers1 and other friends of 4 .. H work our appreciation for 
their support of the finest youth organization. 
District Local Leaders' Meetings 
~ 
"4PH Camping in nlinois" is the theme for the 1962 district local leaders' 
meetings and recognition luncheons, For the past few years the meetings have dealt 
with 4-H Club activities and how you might stimulate interest in them. This year 
you will learn of the progress made in 4-H camping in Illinois, what the objectives 
of camping are and how these objectives are being met, and what your role as a camp 
counselor is or might be in the future. In addition, there will be an unrehearsed 
panel of 4-H members giving their reactions to 4-H camping. 
We are privileged to have IvJr. E. H. 11Dukett Regnier, extension recreation 
specialist, and Fay H. Root, Memorial 4-H Camp and Allerton Park manager, helping 
with "the program(>: Both of these men are specialists in the camping field and will 
be able to share many ideas with you. 
The program will begin at 9:30 a.m. and will adjourn at 3:00 p.m. A 
recognition luncheon honoring all leaders will again be sponsored at noon,. Be-
cause of the luncheon, reservations will need to be ma.de with your county extension 
adviser. Please notify your adviser immediately if you find you cannot keep the 
reservation you have made. Sponsors are enthusiastic about the program, but they 
do not like to pay for meaLs that are not eaten. Meetings will be held 0n the dates 
and in the towns listed below. 
Date Town Meeting Place ~ To-vm Meeting Place 
- - -
Jan. 11 Rantoul Methodist Church Jan. 19 Bethalto Zion Lutheran Church 
Route 45 Highway 140 
Jan. 12 Streator Methodist Church Jan. 19 Me Leans• Hamilton County 
bore Court House 
Jan. 17 Olney Presbyterian Church Jan. 23 Morrison Farm Bureau Building 
Jan. 17 Vienna. Masonic Lodge Jan. 23 Peoria Jefferson Hotel 
Jan. lC> Vandalia Farm Bureau Building Jan. 24 Rockford Faust Hotel 
Jan. 1e Pinckney- K. of c. Hall Ja.n. 24 Galesburg Hotel Custer 
ville 
Date 
-
Jan. 25 
Jan .. 25 
Jan. 2 
Town 
-
Meeting Place 
Hinsdale Hinsdale Community 
Building 
Carthage .---Masonic Temple 
700 Ma.in Street 
Kankakee Holiday Inn .. 2 mi. 
north of Kankakee 
National 4..-H Club Congress 
.,_ 
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I 
Date Town Meeting Place 
Jan. 26 Jackson .. Farm Bureau Hall 
ville 
Feb. Lincoln Immanuel Lutheran 
Church Parish Hall 
Feb. 7 Mattoon · .. Methodist Church 
Thirty-two Illinois 4-H Club members had the "tj,me of their lives" at-
tending the 40th Annual National 4-H Club Congress in Chicago November 25 to De-
cember 1. We know that these members worked hard for this honor, but we also 
ltnow that there are leaders and parents at home who deserve a great deal of credit 
for the members' reaching their goal. To the leaders of the group listed below, 
we say congratulations and thanl{s. You can be mighty proud of these young people. 
Illinois 4-H Delegates Attending the 1961 National 4-H Club Congress 
Name Count:y Awards Program 
* 1. Mary Jane Behrends Menard Recreation 
* 2. David J. Blaine Lee SWine 
3· Ann Chaney Jefferson Health 
* 4~ Dennis Denton Bureau Agriculture 
5. Charlene Flack Carroll Safety 
* 6. Beverly Kay Folkers Whiteside Bread Demonstration 
1· Mary Jane Geheber !a Salle Achievement 
8. Michael M. Gehring Knox Tractor 
* 9. David Lee Gill Stark Beef 
10. George Eugene Goeddey Greene Achievement 
*11. Lester Marion Holland, Jr. Pulaski-Alexander Electric 
12. Mary Carlene Jones Vermilion Clothing_ 
13. Becky Jo Kepley Coles Achievement 
14. Gary Wayne Knodle Montgomery Achievement 
15. Ronald V. Mays McLean Achievement 
16. Suzanne McWb.i;nney Henry Home Improvement 
17. Mary Ann Meyer DuPage Achievement 
18. Barbara Mosser Richland Dress Revue 
*19. Brenda Payne Franklin Canning 
20. Alvin Karl Pfeiffer Mason Dairy 
21. Sandra Redfern Montgomery Achievement 
22. Beverly Riegel Will Foods-Nutrition 
*23. Dean C. Roberts Champaign Home Grounds 
Beautification 
24. William A. Schumacher DeKalb Automotive 
25. Eugene R. Skaggs Marshall-Putnam Field Crops 
26. Walter Lee stayton Macoupin Entomology 
27. Jack Stevens Peoria Achievement 
28. Janet Stritzel Williamson Leadership 
29. Jerry o. Vaughan Wayne Achievement 
30. Judy Whitaker Crawford Home Economics 
31. Sharon Kay Wilcoxen Fulton Achievement 
32. Neil D. Zimmerman Kane Garden 
*National winner. 
~er state TriRs 
In addition to the Club Congress delegation, Illinois was represented by 
4-H members on these other special educational trips: 
National 4-H Dairy Conference Trip to Chicago November 30 to December 21 
sponsored by the Pure Milk Association, Illinois Holstein•Friesian Association, 
and Northern and Southern Illinois Breeding Cooperatives. 
Arnold Getz 
Leslie Allen Yunker 
Reggie Merrill 
Ervin L. Dieckhoff' 
Bob Goeddey 
Robert Godke 
Richard Schingoethe 
Cheryl B. Smith 
David o. RuppGrt 
James Bogart 
MYrna Darlene Christy 
Larry Keith Dodds 
Richard Jaye Colver 
Gary Ludwig 
County 
Carroll 
Cook 
DeWitt 
DuPage 
Greene 
Henry 
Kane 
Kendall 
Montgomery 
Mercer 
Moultrie 
Schuyler 
Stark 
Vermilion 
Breed of 
cattle 
Helstein 
Holstein 
Guernsey 
Holstein 
Milking Shorthorn 
Jersey 
Ayrshire 
Holstein 
Holstein 
Holstein 
Holstein 
Holstein 
Brown SWiss 
Holstein 
No. Cows 
in Pro-
duction 
4 
2 
8 
2 
3 
2 
8 
8 
7 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 
Electric Trip to Chicago November 71 8, and 9, sponsored by the Illinois 
Farm Electrification Council. 
~ County ~ County 
Donna Best Madison Elaine Miller McLean 
Richard Brooks Jersey Linda Norman Scott 
Patricia Clickener Montgomery Wayne Patterson l/.l&SOU 
Royce Coe Knox Verna Periman Hamilton 
William Eickhoff Montgomery Ray Perisho Peoria 
I.aDonna Galloway Franklin Robert Shepherd, Jr. Sanga.mon 
Linda Johnson Cook Paul Sommer Mas sac 
Robert Johnson DeKa.lb Joyce Steiner McDonough 
Michael Kiefer Jefferson Delores Wenzel McHenry 
Marilyn Whisnant Menard 
~fety Congress Trip to Chicago October 15-19, sponsored by the Country 
Mutual Insurance Company. 
District I 
I:>istrict II 
District III 
- ~ .1· ••• - -~~---· •• :-
Lowell Wishop 
Darlene Wennlund 
James Conway 
Diana Sperry 
Charles Roland Boes 
Carolyn Coffey 
Winnebago County 
Kane County 
Warren County 
McDonough County 
Vermilion County 
Livingston County 
District rJ 
District V 
Gordon Broom 
Marjorie Pruitt 
Donnie Beal 
Joyce Walter 
I Bond County 
Montgomery County 
Jefferson County 
Massac County 
Two 4-H Members Selected to Attend Grain ~rketip.g Clinic and Tour 
Kenneth Reintz, Sycamore, DeKalb County, and Karen Satterfield, Homer, 
Champaign County, will join 4-H'ers from 12 other states to study grain marketing 
in Chicago January 9, 10, and 11. These members were selected on the basis of 
their outstanding grain marketing activity as well as on their general 4--H recordsc 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pfeiffer, Christian County, will accompany the delegates 
to the clinic. 
Award trip sponsors are the Chicago Board of' Trade, Cooperative Extension 
Service, and National 4-H Service Committee. 
Automotive Clinics 
Four one~ay clinics for advisers and leaders in the automotive project 
will be held as follows: 
January 31 1962 
January 91 1962 
January 10, 1962 
January 16, 1962 
Marion County Farm Bureau Auditorium 
Peoria County Farm Bureau Auditorium 
Kane County Farm Bureau Auditorium 
Morgan County Farm Bureau Auditorium 
Salem 
Peoria 
Geneva 
Jacksonville 
Each county expecting to have members enrolled in the automotive project 
should be represented. Travel expenses will be paid for one car per, county and cost 
of meals for all attending. The meetings 'Will begin at 9:30 a.m. and adjourn by 
3:30 p.m. and will cover 4-H Club automotive project potential, available materials, 
film strips, help available from the sponsor, and where we will go from here. If 
you are interested in learning more about the automotive project for older 4-H mem• 
bers, contact your county extension adviser and arrange to attend one of the clinicso 
Incidentally, this project is restrictea to older club members, but not to just 
boys. Girls are most welcome to carry the project. 
Tractor Clinic 
This year only one tractor project clinic will be held, and it will be on 
the University of' Illinois campus, Urbana, Illinois, from January 30 to February 1.. 
Help will be provided to new leaders and advisers or to experienced leaders seeking 
a refresher course. Expenses will be paid. Contact your county extension adviser 
if you would like to attend. 
4-H Judging Team News 
Illinois 4-H judging teams were well represented at the recent Inter-
national Livestock Exposition in Chicago, where national 4-H and invitational judg• 
ing events are held. The 4-H poultry judging team, coached by Sam Ridlen, exten• 
sion poultry specialist, placed first in the 4-H invitational contest. Members of 
the team included Don Collom, Ridgefarm; Glen Osborn, Hartsburg; Arlyn McCormick, 
Shelbyville; and Leslie Beall, streator • 
., .• · .• ·lf.-·,._. 
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The 4-H dairy judging team, coached by Jerry Cash, dairy extension spe-
cialist 1 won first place in a field of seven teams at Chicago. '!'he team "iw"'as made 
up of RoDald Boldt, Seneca; larry Mohr, Normal; Dale Schultz, Peoria; and Don 
Freese, Sullivan. 
Gerald Anderson, Leland,; Harold Heck, Al.edo; Ronald McCaskUl1 Time'tvell; 
and Charles Rayburn, Bondville, made up the 4-H livestock judging team, which plac:€d 
fifth out of 29 teams in the 4-H contest in Chicago. Ronnie McCaskill was seventh 
high individual. The team was coached by Don Walker, livestock extension specialisto 
Ulinois 4•H was represented at the National tTunior Vegetable Growers 
Association Convention in Detroit, Michigan, with a vegetable judging team and two 
individual demonstrations. Elaine Yunker, Cook County, and Nancy IO.ett and Agnes 
Ann Novy 1 Will County 1 me.de up the vegetable judging team. Lois Summers 1 Sangamon 
County, and. Patty :Brown, stephenson County 1 gave demonstrations. Elaine was 14th 
high individual in judging, while Lois and Patty placed lOth and 11th, respect-ively, 
with their demonstrations. The judging team was coached by J. s. Vandemark, vege .. 
table crops specialist, University of Illinois. 
Conrl.ng Events ....._....__ _ _ 
December 281 1961 - District V 4-H Club Program Planning and 
Record-Keeping Conference - Marion, Illi-
nois - Public Library 
December 29, 1961 .., District V 4-H Club Program Planning and 
Record•Keeping Conference - McLeansboro, 
Illinois - Courthouse Basement 
January 31 1962 • Automotive Project Clinic, Salem, 9:30 a.m. 
January 9, ~962 • 
January 10, 1962 • 
January 16, 1962 -
January 30 .. 
tt 
11 
" 
tt 
" 
n 
" Peoria1 9:30 a.m. 
II Geneva tl 
u Jacksonville, 9:30 a em. 
February 1,1962 - Tractor Project Clinic, u. of I. 1 Urbana. 
February 10 I 1962 - 4-H x-tra Yield Corn Recognition luncheon -
Illini Union Ballroom -University of Illl• 
nois Campus 
G. L. Daigh1 Jr. 
Ro 0. Iqon 
F. L. Haegele 
Sincerely yours, 
F. H. Mynard 
G. w. Stone 
H. J. Wetzel 
Florence K1mme1Shue 
Delores Parrott 
Arlene Wolfram 
Natalie Rieeks 
Extension Specialists 
4-H Club Work 
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